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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to document the auxiliary and copula BE system of African
American (AA) children with Gullah/Geechee (GG) heritage and to compare the findings to those from
African American English (AAE)-speaking children without this heritage and to what has been
documented in previous studies of Gullah and AAE. The data came from 38 children, aged five to six
years. Nineteen were from rural South Carolina and classified as GG, and 19 were from rural Louisiana
and classified as AAE. All were developing language typically, and the groups were matched on a
number of socio-demographic variables and language test scores. The children’s 4,114 productions of BE
were elicited using a standardized language screener, probes, and language samples.
The GG group produced some patterns of BE that aligned with previous studies of Gullah. These
included 81 BEEN and four də forms and variable marking of AM (69%) and WAS/WERE (63% - 88%).
Similar to adult AAE, the AAE group did not produce BEEN or də, and they produced categorically high
rates of AM and WAS/WERE, with higher rates of overtly marked AM than IS.
The GG group also produced patterns of BE that were consistent with both Gullah and AAE.
These included variable marking of IS and ARE, with IS > ARE, and significant effects for contractibility
(contractible > uncontractible), grammatical function (copula > auxiliary) and preceding contexts
(it/that/what > noun > pronoun), although the statistical significance of these effects varied by the type of
analysis completed. The AAE group also produced these patterns.
These findings indicate that although language contact has led to evolution and change in Gullah,
vestiges of this language variety can still be found in the BE system of modern day AA children with GG
heritage.

x

CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
My hometown Huger, SC is surrounded by the Francis Marion National Forest. Few people
know about this small rural town because of its isolation from other urban centers in SC such as the wellknown tourist city of Charleston. Despite the isolation of my hometown, the Gullah traditions and the
Gullah language of the area are advertised as a point of interest by the SC tourism industry. Stories of
Gullah history and the Gullah language can be heard on carriage rides through Charleston and when
touring historic sites throughout the state.
I was educated at Cainhoy Elementary and Middle School where 99% of my classmates were
African American (AA) and fluent Gullah speakers.1 Over half of my teachers were also from rural
communities in and around Huger and spoke Gullah. At school, home, and church, my family spoke
Gullah, except for situations when they attempted to speak a more formal, less Gullah-influenced variety
of English when answering the telephone or when speaking to someone of importance. Constant
exposure to Gullah speakers at school, home, and church rendered me unaware that my language was
different from the language of other AA individuals in SC. However, although it was not explicitly talked
about, I was aware that the way we spoke in our community was different from what I heard spoken by
White (W) Americans. During my youth and especially when I attended various events around
Charleston, I remember being aware that AA people spoke Gullah and W people did not. I do not
remember caring much about the language of others or Gullah. I was Gullah and I spoke the language of
my family and community.
After the closing of Cainhoy High School in 1996, students from Huger were transported 40
minutes away to Hanahan High School, in Hanahan, SC. In contrast to the make-up of Huger, Hanahan
was a neighborhood of primarily W residents who did not speak Gullah or identify as Gullah. I began
high school in 2000 and quickly realized that half of my classmates and almost all of my teachers were W
and did not speak Gullah. Entering high school rocked my world as I quickly learned that the way I
spoke was vastly different from the way my W teachers and classmates spoke. I also quickly deduced
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that my language was not appropriate for the school. My use of Gullah was most problematic in the
classroom when teachers would ask me to present my work or read aloud. Often times, I was asked to
repeat myself or slow down because my classmates and teachers did not understand me. After this
occurred several times, I learned how to speak Mainstream American English (MAE) at school. No one
taught my AA classmates or me how to speak MAE; it was understood that it was our responsibility to
change our language and not the responsibility of our teachers to learn Gullah. Over the course of four
years, I became fluent in MAE and was able to navigate conversations between my classmates and
teachers.
After graduating from high school, I attended Winthrop University. During studies for my
bachelor’s degree in communication disorders, I was introduced to AA people who did not speak Gullah.
When I spoke to my non-Gullah AA peers, I would use a language variety that was not MAE but it also
was not Gullah. During these four years, I became more aware that the way I spoke was different from
the way AA people from middle and upper counties of SC spoke. Many of my friends from these areas
would jokingly say that people from around Charleston ‘Talked funny’ or that we ‘Talked like we were
from an island like Jamaica’. To sound more like others and less Gullah, I dropped the use of distinct
Gullah grammar patterns like ‘I Ø going home’ for ‘I’m going home’; ‘I BEEN gone’ for ‘I WAS gone’,
and ‘We BEEN back there’ for ‘We WERE back there’. Other grammar patterns that my non-Gullah, AA
peers produced I continued to use. Examples of these included ‘You Ø studying’ for ‘You ARE
studying’ and ‘She Ø going out’ for ‘She IS going out’.
In 2008, I began my master’s of arts studies in speech-language pathology at South Carolina
State University. Again, when my classmates learned that I spoke Gullah, they began to describe some of
the negative ways that other AA people viewed Gullah speakers. They opined that Gullah speakers were
said to ‘Talk bad’ and ‘Did not know or understand proper English’. After hearing these descriptions of
Gullah speakers from my AA classmates and reading several studies about the dialect of African
American English (AAE), I began paying closer attention to the linguistic differences between the Gullah
I spoke and AAE.2
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In graduate school, I also was introduced to the American Speech-Language Hearing Association
(ASHA) position statement on social dialects, which states “The features of social dialects are systematic
and highly regular across all linguistic parameters. Although each dialect of English has distinguishing
characteristics, the majority of the linguistic features of the English language are common to each of the
varieties of English” (ASHA, 1983). This stance taken by ASHA concerning social dialects caused me to
further consider the many similarities and differences between my Gullah use and AAE. At this time, I
wondered whether Gullah was a dialect of English or a different language variety. After reading a study
by Robinson and Stockman (2009), which highlights the need for studies of language variation within the
field of communication disorders, my interests were fueled to understand people’s perception of different
varieties of English. This interest led me to complete a research project that examined prospective
teachers’ attitudes toward different varieties of English, and this included Gullah (Richardson &
Lemmon, 2009).
Following the methods of Tucker and Lambert (1969), the study examined the responses of
college students who listened to recorded speakers of different language varieties. For my study, I
recorded readings of standardized passages (e.g., The Grandfather Passage; Darley, Aronson, & Brown,
1975) by three male college students, aged 20 to 22 years, from various parts of SC. Speaker 1 was a W
male who spoke a nonmainstream variety of Southern White English (SWE), speaker 2 was a mixed race
male who spoke Mainstream American English, and speaker 3 was an AA male from Charleston who
spoke Gullah. The speakers were chosen through self-identification, with confirmation of their race and
dialect based on questions about their socio-demographic backgrounds and listener judgments of their
language. Forty-six junior- and senior-level education majors from South Carolina State and another
university in SC listened to the recordings and completed a survey to rate the readers on qualities of
honesty, trustworthiness, ambition, educational level, intelligence, consideration and friendliness. Results
indicated that all qualities were rated lowest for the Gullah speaker, followed by the SWE speaker, with
the highest ratings given to the MAE speaker. These results indicated that Gullah is perceptually distinct
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from SWE and MAE when spoken by adults and that Gullah is perceived more negatively than SWE and
MAE.
In 2010, I entered the Ph.D. program in communication disorders at Louisiana State University.
During the first year of my doctoral studies, I took classes with an anthropologist and historical linguist.
Both were surprised to learn that I was a native Gullah speaker, and they shared their belief that Gullah
was not a living language, or at least was not really spoken by individuals in their 20s. Additionally,
many of the faculty, staff and students in communication disorders had never heard of Gullah or believed
that it was a language of the past. From these experiences, I decided that my dissertation would focus on
Gullah.
During my Ph.D. studies, I also learned that the BE system (which includes forms of IS, ARE,
AM, WAS, and WERE) has been studied by sociolinguists to learn about a number of nonmainstream
English-based language varieties including AAE, SWE, Cajun English, Creole English, Jamaican Creole,
Guyanese Creole, African Canadian English, and Gullah (Bailey, 1965; Dubois & Horvath, 1998; 1999;
2003; Holm, 1984; Labov, 1969; Mufwene, 1994; Poplack & Tagliamonte, 1991). BE has also been
central to diachronic studies of AAE and other enclave nonmainstream dialects in the U.S. (Dubois &
Melançon, 1997; Wolfram & Thomas, 2002). These diachronic studies have measured various forms of
BE across generations of speakers who live in the same area and speak the same dialect.
Finally, I learned that within the field of communications sciences and disorders, a considerable
amount of research has been conducted on BE as a grammatical marker of child language impairment. In
MAE, children typically mark BE at adult rates by the age of six years, but for children with language
impairment, adult rates of BE marking are never obtained or obtained at older ages (Cleave & Rice, 1997;
Hadley & Rice, 1996; Hadley, Rispoli, Fitzgerald, & Bahnsen, 201l; Leonard et al., 2003; Polite,
Leonard, & Deevy, 2005; Rice & Wexler, 1996; Rice, Wexler & Hersberger, 1998; Rispoli, Hadley, &
Holt, 2009; Rice, Wexler, & Redmond, 1999). Given this, BE has been identified as a structure that can
help identify MAE-speaking children with language impairment. Traditionally, this work has not
included children who speak a dialect other than MAE, but in at least three studies of six-year-olds, rates
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of BE marking by AAE-speaking children with language impairment have been shown to be statistically
lower than rates produced by typically developing AAE-speaking controls (Garrity & Oetting, 2010;
Oetting & Garrity, 2006; Oetting & McDonald, 2001). Given my interest in studying Gullah and my
interest in conducting work that can contribute to the field of communication sciences and disorders, I
decided to focus my dissertation on the BE system of children with Gullah (specifically Gullah/Geechee)
heritage.
However, Gullah is an enclave language variety. Studies of other enclave languages have shown
evolution and change across time as the speakers of enclave language varieties become less isolated. This
change manifests in my perception that the Gullah I speak is different from what is spoken by my
grandparents. Children with Gullah heritage may speak a variety that differs from my grandparents’ and
mine due to increased exposure to MAE and AAE varieties that are spoken in SC. If this is the case, then
the children’s language may not be best described as Gullah but instead described as a language variety
that has changed and is now perhaps more closely aligned with MAE or AAE. Describing BE use by
children with Gullah heritage and comparing their use to the BE produced in adult and child AAE should
help me examine this issue. Therefore, the purpose of this dissertation was to complete a descriptive
study of the production of BE by AA children with Gullah (specifically Gullah/Geechee) heritage and
compare the findings to those from a group of AAE-speaking children who do not have this heritage and
to what has been documented in previous studies of adult Gullah, adult AAE, and child AAE.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter explores four different topics to support the goal of my dissertation which was to
describe the BE system of AA children with Gullah (specifically Gullah/Geechee) heritage and compare it
to the BE system of adult Gullah speakers and to the BE systems of children and adults who speak AAE.
To establish a contextual foundation for the study, the first section of the literature review discusses the
history of the communities where Gullah is spoken. This includes a description of the BE system in
Gullah as it was spoken in 1949. For this section, Gullah research by Turner (1949) is highlighted.
Given that dialects and language evolve with time, BE use by the children in my study may not be
consistent with productions written about Gullah in 1949. To learn more about dialect evolution and
change, the second section of this chapter examines the evolution of two enclave dialect communities,
Pamlico Sound English (Wolfram & Thomas, 2002) and Cajun English (Dubois & Horvath, 2003; Dubois
& Melanҫon, 2000). These case studies show that language varieties change over time, and that this
change can be documented by examining the rate at which speakers produce particular types of grammar
structures, such as BE.
The third section of this chapter reviews studies of BE in modern day adult Gullah and AAE. For
modern varieties of Gullah, I focus on work by Weldon (2003a, b) which examined use of BE by Gullahspeaking adults, aged 60 to 90 years. For the adult AAE data, I draw heavily on work by Green (1994,
2002a, 2002b). Based on findings from these studies, modern day varieties of adult Gullah and adult
AAE can be compared and contrasted. This section is necessary to show how the BE system in modern
adult Gullah differs from adult AAE.
Section four reviews studies of BE by AAE-speaking children who do not live in areas where
Gullah is spoken. This section highlights the methods that are often used to study children’s productions
of BE as well as demonstrate the ways in which child AAE in various areas of the country align closely
with what has been documented for adult AAE. In this section, I also describe an on-going study of
AAE-speaking children’s use of BE that is being conducted in Louisiana. As a graduate research
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assistant, I had access to the materials that had been developed for this project. By using the same
materials for my dissertation, I was able to directly compare the BE use of the AA children I studied to
the BE use of AA children who did not present with Gullah heritage. Following these sections, the
research questions and predictions of the study are presented.
The History of Gullah: Gullah Culture and Language
From the sea islands of Georgia (GA) and SC to the inland small town of Huger, SC, Gullah
speakers live and communicate with the Gullah language (Mufwene, 1994; Weldon, 2003a, 2003b). The
term Gullah is used not only to refer to the language but also to describe the people who speak the
language. The census does not acknowledge Gullah as an official language, leaving no official records
and only estimates of the number of Gullah speakers based on the population of AA individuals who live
in areas where Gullah is spoken. Klein (2013a) estimates that there are no more than 10,000 monolingual
speakers of Gullah while an estimate of 250,000 speakers is suggested on Wikapedia
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gullah_Language. 10/14/13). The variation of these estimates highlights the
need for more investigation into the current number of Gullah speakers.
Gullah is defined as an English-based creole language that resulted from a combination of
English and West African languages like Igbo, Yoruba, Efik and others (Jones-Jackson, 1983; Turner,
1949). In this section, I offer a brief description of the history of Gullah culture and language. This
section is not meant to be an in-depth historical account of the culture or language of Gullah but to
contextualize and provide insight into its history. The history I present is drawn from 13 different
sources, including books, articles, news reports, and social media posts. These sources suggest the
following history of the Gullah culture and language.
Modern Gullah speakers are direct decedents of slaves who were brought to work the coastal rice
plantations of SC and GA in the 1700s. During this time, slaves were transported from the traditional
West African rice-growing regions of Senegal, Sierra Leone and Liberia to the SC and GA coasts. If
slaves grew up on the west coast of Africa they knew how to grow rice, which was not grown in Europe.
When European settlers in SC and GA learned that the land was suitable to grow rice, they began
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importing slaves from various African regions. The moist, semitropical climates of the Sea Islands of SC
were ideal for rice cultivation and rice became the ‘golden crop’ (Nichols, 2009, pp. 53-54).
Women were essential to rice cultivation on the plantations. On the African Gold coast, it was
primarily the women’s job to plant, weed, and process rice and indigo. Because of their knowledge of
producing these crops, African women were transported in large numbers to the SC coast in the early
1700s. Importing women also benefited the slave owners because they produced offspring to work on the
plantations (Nichols, 2009, p. 60). As rice continued to be the economic crop of the area, slaves began to
outnumber the Europeans. Eventually the slaves recognized this fact and pursued an uprising known as
the Stono Rebellion of 1749. This uprising made Europeans aware that they were outnumbered and
caused them to cease the importation of slaves directly from Africa for a decade after the rebellion
(Nichlos, 2009, pp. 64-66).
The subtropical temperatures in SC created an ideal breeding ground for diseases like malaria and
yellow fever. Unlike the European plantation owners, the slaves had developed immunities to these
common diseases in Africa. To avoid contracting these diseases, plantation owners had little contact with
the slaves in the slave quarters. This isolation allowed the slaves to maintain characteristics of their
native languages and cultures (Opala, 1987). The slaves spoke one or more African languages before
their arrival to the plantations and learned English as their second, third and in some cases fourth
language. Because the slaves had little direct contact with Europeans during this time, they learned a
version of English from the slaves who worked in the house (Nichols 2009; pp. 90-9; Thomason, 2001).
With the slaves speaking over 40-50 different tribal languages from the coast and inland regions of West
Africa, they created a language called Gullah that is still heard in SC low-country communities (Nichols,
2009, pp. 53-54).
After the abolishment of slavery by Lincoln in 1865, the Gullah people remained isolated from
other areas of SC. The first bridges to connect the islands of the coast of SC to the inland areas were not
built until the 1920s. This isolation allowed characteristics of the Gullah culture and language to be
maintained by the people who lived in these areas. Some of the Gullah-speaking mainland areas of SC
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include Huger, Cainhoy, Wando, Mt. Pleasant, Awendaw and McClellanville. Like the situation on the
islands of SC, slaves held in these mainland areas were kept relatively isolated from other areas of the
state. Frazier (2011) explains that enslaved people on the mainland region of Cainhoy, if they did not
leave the area after emancipation, often chose to work for their former owners as sharecroppers in areas
just outside the gates of the plantations. These sharecropping communities gave rise to the CainhoyHuger communities that exist today.
Currently, Gullah is spoken in an area known as the Gullah/Geechee corridor. This area spans
from a small region in Florida, through GA, SC, and North Carolina, with heavy concentration of Gullah
communities in the SC and GA Sea Islands and the SC inland (See map 1 in appendix A). Residents of
SC and GA identify themselves as Gullah or Geechee based on geography. Residents of the GA Sea
Islands near the Ogeechee River refer to themselves as salt-water Geechee. SC Sea Island residents refer
to themselves as Gullah, and speakers who live in the inland rural areas of SC refer to themselves as
Gullah/Geechee (Nichlos, 2009, p. 88). Although scholars acknowledge these different choices for the
name of the Gullah language and heritage, they typically refer to the language as Gullah in publications.
As has been documented for other minority language varieties, attitudes toward the use of Gullah
vary as a function of the generation of the speaker. Older speakers (35-55 yrs.) less openly confirm that
they are Gullah speakers. Older speakers were punished for speaking Gullah in school and were told that
their speech was bad or that it reflected broken English.3 The younger generation (13-30 yrs.) is more
proud of their language differences and display it by openly acknowledging their use of the Gullah
language. They have also begun communicating in Gullah through social media and creating music using
the language (Richardson, Oliver & Oetting, 2013). Examples from recent Facebook posts include:
a.

If Geechee been dead somebody musee wake em up. Een goings no way. Ee ya fa stay
(If Geechee WAS dead someone must have woken it up. It’s not going anywhere. It’s
here to stay.) (Facebook; February 13, 2012).

b.

I say self. My self say huh. I say, boi ee hot out cha ya know. Myself say I know init ee
musbe bout a hundred outcha. (I said self and my self said huh? I said, boy it’s hot
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our here you know. My self said I know right. It must be about one hundred out
here.) (Facebook; March 11, 2014).
c.

Eee is two coll out ya da be wurkin. (It is too cold out here to be working.) (Facebook;
February 12, 2014).

The resurgence of interest in the preservation of Gullah culture and language has received
legislative support at the national level. On October 12, 2006, congress signed into law, Public Law 109338, that the Gullah/Geechee Cultural Heritage Corridor is an authorized U.S. national heritage area. The
result of this law was the creation of an organization of the same name whose mission is to recognize,
assist, identify, and preserve sites and historical data for the benefit and education of the public (Gullah
Geechee Heritage Corridor, 2012).
In an article published by CNN (December 10, 2012), journalists also documented that African
slave traditions live on in the Gullah community. They note that Gullah people have managed to preserve
their cultural heritage, with one resident stating “We have the highest retention of African tradition in
America.” The article highlights the unique cooking, music, and culture of the area and ends with a quote
from a resident who states, “…we must never forget.” By passing on cooking traditions, sweet grass
basket making, fishing, songs, and the language, we ensure that others will never forget.
In sum, the history of the Gullah culture and language indicates that slaves on the rice plantations
in SC and in other East coast states created Gullah as a means of communication. Despite the current use
of Gullah by a number of speakers, Gullah heritage is not officially recognized on the census.
Subsequently, Gullah speakers are categorized as AA. Also, scholars refer to the language most
consistently as Gullah despite regional naming preferences by Gullah residents. Distinctions in language
use by young and old Gullah speakers remain undocumented. As a native speaker, I am aware of the use
of Gullah through social media by younger speakers, indicating a potential resurgence of pride in the
language that is not as prevalent in older speakers who were chastised. Strides are also being made at the
national level to preserve Gullah heritage through the Gullah/Geechee Heritage Corridor project.
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BE in adult Gullah as studied by Turner (1949)
Turner (1949) conducted one of the most comprehensive studies of Gullah to date. His study
focused on identifying African roots or “Africanisms” in the Gullah language and culture. To explore the
language, Turner recorded folk stories, prayers, songs, and recollections of slavery in the 1930s from
Gullah residents of Edisto Island, Johns Island, and Wadamalaw Island, SC. He phonetically transcribed
these recordings, providing the first of their kind in the linguistic literature.4 Since then, scholars have
used his transcriptions to describe and examine the linguistic system of Gullah (e.g., Klein, 2007; Klein,
2013a, 2013b; Winford, 1992). From these studies, significant connections have been found between the
syntactic, morphologic, semantic, and phonologic patterns of Gullah and of African languages like
Yoruba, Ewe, Kimbundu and Kongo.
Important to the present study are Turner’s transcriptions and descriptions of Gullah morphology,
which includes various forms of copula and auxiliary BE. Forms of BE (IS, ARE, AM, WAS, and
WERE) serve as a copula when produced before a noun phrase, adjective, or locative (e.g., He IS bad.)
and as an auxiliary when produced before a verb + ing or gon(na) (e.g., He IS running; Huddelston &
Pullum, 2002). Turner’s study does not quantify the frequency at which the Gullah speakers produced
different types of BE forms. Instead, he used his transcripts to illustrate the speakers’ use of various
Gullah BE forms. Turner provides names and places of residence for his speakers but no information
about their ages, educational levels, or occupations.
To further explore productions of BE in Gullah as it was spoken in 1949, I analyzed utterances
from two of Turner’s transcripts. In both transcripts, the speakers share a story about an earthquake. The
first Earthquake [1886] story was told by Rosina Cohen from Edisto Island, SC (Turner, 1949, pp. 268269). This transcript contains 59 utterances and 22 different Gullah BE forms. These BE forms include:
zero IS and ARE, full and contracted IS, də for ARE, WAS, AM, and BEEN for WERE. Rosina Cohen’s
Gullah BE forms and Turner’s glosses of her utterances are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Forms of BE by Rosina Cohen (Turner, 1949).
% of Marking

Examples of Turner’s Phonetic
Transcription

Turner’s Gloss

dɑt ɪz dɪ ʌtkwek

That is the
earthquake.
That was a night in
August.
That’s the earthquake.

Rosina Cohen

# of Tokens

IS

3

.14

WAS

1

.05

‘s

1

.05

dɑts dɪ ʌtkwek

zero IS

7

.33

ke de sɛ de gwɒɪn fɒl in ɒn əs

zero ARE

2

.09

24%

dɑt wəz ə nɐɪt in ɒgəs

o, lɒd! wi dʌn!

because they say it
going to fall in on us.
Oh, Lord! We done!

42%
zero WAS

0

0

---

zero WERE

0

0

---

də for IS

0

0

---

də for AM

1

.05

diʃɛ sem mɑn wɛ ɒɪ də ste dɛ nɒu
28%

də for WAS

4

.18

bət ɒɪ no də ɒgəs

də for ARE

1

.05

sɛ wi də gwɒɪn

BEEN for WAS

0

0

BEEN for
WERE
Total

2

.09

22

---

This here same man
where I am staying
there now.
But I know it was
August.
[They] say we are
going quickly.
---

9%
My children all been
big ones.
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Table 2 presents a second story of The Earthquake [1896] by Diana Brown, a resident of Edisto
Island, SC. Diana Brown’s transcript contains 86 utterances and 20 Gullah BE forms that included: də for
IS, zero WERE, and BEEN for WAS and WERE. As evident by the data presented in Tables 5 and 6,
both Gullah speakers produced a range of Gullah BE forms in their transcripts. Diana produced 50% of
her BE utterances with BEEN for WAS or WERE, while Rosina used the BEEN form in only 9% of her
BE utterances. Rates of zero forms varied, with Rosina producing 42% of her BE utterances with a zero
BE form and Diana producing 15% of her BE utterances with a zero BE form. Also, Rosina overtly
marked BE in 24% of her BE utterances, while Diana overtly marked only 5% of her BE utterances.
Nevertheless, both speakers used də for BE at similar rates (30% & 28%) and used full forms of BE at
consistently low rates (24% & 5%). From these tables, we can see variability in the two speakers’ use of
the different BE forms, with consistency across the two speakers in their high rates of də and low rates of
overt BE.
From these tables and as will be discussed in more detail later, Turner’s data show that Gullah in
1949 included at least two different forms of BE that are not documented in AAE. One of these is the də
morpheme. Creole studies have shown that də is also produced in creole languages of Barbados (Roy,
1986), Guyana (Bickerton, 1975) and Jamaica (Holm, 1984). Turner describes the də (‘to be’) as a verb
that often replaces the BE forms IS, ARE, WAS and WERE. Depending on the context, Turner notes that
də is used to express the present, past, and future. In other words, ‘I də go’ in Gullah as it was spoken in
1949 may have meant I go, I went, I AM going, I WAS going, I shall go, or even I had gone. The other
BE form documented by Turner that has not been documented in AAE is BEEN for WAS and WERE.
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Table 2. Forms of BE by Diana Brown (Turner, 1949).
Examples of Turner’s
PhoneticTranscription
---

% of Marking

Examples of Turner’s Gloss

Dianna Brown

# of Tokens

IS

0

0

WAS

1

.05

‘s

0

0

---

---

zero IS

0

0

---

---

zero ARE

0

0

---

---

zero WAS

1

.05

ke dɪ wʌl gwɒɪn ʌpsɒɪs dɒuŋ

zero WERE

2

.10

ɒl dɪ hɒs gɒn

All the horse gone.

də for IS

2

.10

də gɒd wʌk

It is God work

də for AM

0

0

---

də for WAS

4

.20

də for ARE

0

0

---

BEEN for WAS

6

.30

wɛn dɑt fʌs stɒm bɪn yɛ

BEEN for WERE

4

.20

Total

20

---

dɑt wəz ə umən.

5%

15%

də kʌm dɒun lɑs wik

30%

ɒl dɪ pipl wɒt bɪn wɪd mi ɒn dɪ ɒɪlən

50%
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That was a woman

because the world going upside down.

--When it was coming down last week.
--When that first storm been here…
all the people what been with me on the
island…

Further exploring Turners’s (1949) data, Stewart (1969) argued that previous analyses of BE in
AAE did not adequately account for the grammatical context that follows BE (henceforth, following
grammatical context), which he claims shows similarities to creole varieties. He explains that in Gullah,
nominal and verbal predicates were once obligatorily marked with the form də (i.e. Dem də fish ‘They are
fish’ or ‘They are fishing’). Stewart explains that the də decreolized to full and Ø copula IS (i.e. Dem is
fish or Dem Ø fishing), highlighting the evolution of BE production in Gullah. More recently, Pargman
(2004) examined transcripts from Turner (1949) to look specifically at də. Pargman’s work showed that
də before an uninflected main verb expresses two distinct uses (1) auxiliary progressive meaning and (2)
habitual meaning.
1. a. I də tell you cause I done bin tru dat.
‘I’m telling you because I’ve already been through that’.
b. Dem də eat and də laugh, but I didn’t know what the hell dem də laugh at.
‘They were eating and laughing, but I didn’t know what the hell they were laughing at’.
2. a. But people aint də plant no tata now.
‘But people don’t plant potatoes now’.
b. Den the boat də carry freight from dis landin down ya.
‘Then the boat would carry freight [every Friday or Saturday] from this landing down here’. 1
Pargman’s analyses adds to Turner and Stewart’s work by specifying a more definite linguistic
context for the production of də and further documenting two specific uses of this form. Since Turner
(1949), few have attempted to complete in-depth, linguistic analyses of Gullah because speakers of
Gullah do not traditionally speak the variety in the presence of outsiders (Hackert & Holm, 2009; Holm,
1984; Jones-Jackson, 1983; Mufwene, 1986, 1991, 1994, 1997; Klein, 2007; Stewart, 1969; Turner,
1949). This is unfortunate, but it helps explain why scholars often describe Gullah as a language that is
disappearing (or has died) as older speakers die and younger speakers move away from their Gullahspeaking communities (Jones-Jackson, 1984, 1986; Stoddard, 1949).
Finally, as a modern day speaker of Gullah, it is important to note that Turner’s 1949 glosses for
his Gullah speakers do not always match mine. In Table 3, I compare Turner’s phonetic transcriptions
and glosses of the two Earthquake stories to glosses that I would use based on my use of Gullah. As can
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be seen, in all of the examples where Turner glossed də for BE (IS, ARE), my modern day glosses do not
include this form. Instead, I most often zero mark or contract these BE contexts. Although də is a form
that I have heard, the speakers who produce this form are typically Gullah adults who are over 65 years.
Also, in examples where Turner glossed də for BE (WAS), my gloss indicates BEEN. When considering
Stewart’s findings and my glosses as compared to Turner’s, I concluded that speakers from Turner’s
study in the 1940s preferred the use of də in place of BE forms, whereas modern day Gullah speakers
prefer to zero mark BE or produce BEEN.
Table 3. Turner’s (1949) Gloss Versus Berry’s Modern Day Gloss.
BE form

IS1
WAS1
‘s1
Ø IS1

Ø ARE1

Phonetic
Transcription
dɑt ɪz dɪ ʌtkwek
dɑt wəz ə nɐɪt in ɒgəs
dɑts dɪ ʌtkwek
ke de sɛ de gwɒɪn fɒl
in ɒn əs
o, lɒd! wi dʌn!

Turner’s
Gloss
That is the
earthquake
That was a night in
August.
That’s the
earthquake.
…because they
say it going to fall
in on us.
Oh, Lord! We
done!
All the horse gone.

Berry Gloss

Berry alternative
gloss

That’s the
earthquake.
That been a night
in August.
_____

That the
earthquake
______

_____

because they say e
ga fall in on us.

_____

______

All the horse been
gone.
It God work.
This the same man
where I staying
now.

_______

______

Ø WERE2

ɒl dɪ hɒs gɒn

də for IS 2
də for AM 1

də gɒd wʌk
diʃɛ sem mɑn wɛ ɒɪ
də ste dɛ nɒu

It is God work
..This here same
man where I am
staying there
now…

də for WAS1

bət ɒɪ no də ɒgəs

də for ARE1

sɛ wi də gwɒɪn

But I know it was
August.
[They] say we are
going quickly.

But I know it been
August.
They say we going
quickly.

But I know e been
August.
______

e God work
________

BEEN for WAS2

wɛn dɑt fʌs stɒm bɪn
yɛ

When that first
storm been here…

_____

_____

BEEN for WERE1

mɒɪ cɪlən ɒl bɪn bɪg
wʌnz

My children all
been big ones.

_____

All my churn been
big
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In sum, Tuner provides examples of BE production in 1949 Gullah, but he did not quantify the
rate of these forms. For this reason, I analyzed two transcripts from Turner’s work to obtain frequency
information about the BE forms that were produced by two of his Gullah speakers. This analysis found
that both speakers produced over 20 BE forms while telling a story about an earthquake. These forms
included the traditional overt and zero marked forms of BE (IS, ARE, WAS, WERE, and AM) that are
typically studied in adult AAE and the forms də and BEEN for BE. Gullah də and BEEN are forms that
are common in creole languages but are not documented in the AAE literature. Rosina preferred to use
zero BE (42%) and də (28%) while Diana preferred to use BEEN (50%) and də (30%). These preferences
show the individual variation that existed in 1949 in the production of BE in Gullah. Although both
speakers showed a preference for the də form, Stewart (1969) showed evidence of evolution of this form
to zero or full BE 20 years after Turner’s study. Contrary to the preference of də by both 1949 Gullah
speakers, the comparative glosses of my modern day Gullah to Turner’s (1949) glosses also show an
evolution of Gullah that moves away from the use of də in favor of zero BE and BEEN.
Language Evolution and Change
A Case Study: English Dialects of Hide County, North Carolina
Studies of other enclave language varieties also indicate that language evolution and change in
Gullah should be expected. In this section, I review findings from two enclave language communities to
use as points of comparison to the evolution of Gullah. The first enclave language community was
studied by Wolfram and Thomas (2002).
Wolfram and Thomas (2002) examined the evolution of two dialects of English that are spoken in
the enclave community of Hyde County, NC. The two dialects are AAE and Pamlico Sound English, the
local variety of English spoken by W Americans in the area. This bi-racial enclave community is along
that coast of the Atlantic Ocean by the Pamlico Sound. Enclave dialects are described by Wolfram and
Thomas (2002) as language varieties that have been set apart for significant periods of time from more
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widely dispersed, socially dominate groups. In most instances, enclave dialects remain immune to change
because of geographical isolation.
According to Wolfram and Thomas (2002), Hyde County is a long-standing coastal community
that was established in the 1650s as a fishing, oystering, and agricultural community. Hyde County did
not have good ports to allow slaves to be brought directly from Africa like other port cities of NC, so
slaves came mostly from other colonies in the U.S. This created small plantations and small slave
populations (e.g. 20% black in 1755 & 23% black in 1767), allowing daily communication between
slaves and whites. Travel to this county was exclusively by boat before 1920, and this created geographic
and linguistic isolation from inland or mainland areas.
Wolfram and Thomas studied the dialects of this community by examining language changes in
speakers’ use of specific grammatical structures across generations. One of the goals of the research was
to understand what type of language change was occurring within the community. In addition, the
authors wanted to determine if the dialect of the AA residents was becoming more or less like the English
dialect of the W residents of the area. By comparing the dialects of the AA and W residents, Wolfram
and Thomas (2002) sought to examine the divergence hypothesis, which posits that the dialects of AA and
W groups will become more divergent from each other across time (Fasold, 1987; Labov, 1985).
The participants were chosen using the social network method (i.e., recruiting a friend-of-afriend) and the family tree network method (i.e., recruiting family members) to identify longstanding
members of the community. Participants were 49 lifetime residents of Hyde County (35 AA & 14 W).
The AA groups were broken down into four groups; 12 young (14-23-years-old), 6 middle aged (32-43years-old), 6 senior (55-70-years-old), and 11 elderly (77-102-years-old). The W group was broken down
into two groups; 6 elderly (77-92-years-old) and 8 Young (15-27-years-old). These participants then
engaged in 60-90 min. of casual conversation and genealogical inquiry interviews at their homes, work, or
various leisure meeting places. Three-way group conversations between men and women were used
because people felt most comfortable in this setting.
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Two Pamlico Sound English morphosyntactic structures, past tense WAS leveling to WEREn’t
(e.g., It WEREn’t me) and 3rd plural –s marking (e.g., The dogs barks), and two iconic morphosyntactic
structures of AAE, zero BE (e.g., She nice) and zero 3rd singular (e.g., The dog bark) were used to
examine the alignment of these dialects in older generations of AA and W speakers and to determine the
rate and nature of change in the dialects across four generations.
Although Wolfram and Thomas (2002) examined four morphsyntactic structures, I will only
present results for BE as those findings relate most closely to this dissertation. The first BE structure that
Wolfram and Thomas studied was past tense WAS leveling to WEREn’t. Table 4 presents the
percentages of WAS and WEREn’t by race and generation of the speakers
Table 4. Rate of WAS/WEREn’t leveling by generation and race.
Groups
Elderly
Senior
Middle
Young

AA WAS
75%
64%
60%
55%

AA WEREn’t
70%
83%
21%
10%

W WAS
22%
------19%

W WEREn’t
59%
----90%

First, the Pamlico Sound English feature of WEREn’t leveling showed elderly AA speakers’ rates
of production (70%) aligning with those of both elderly and young W speakers (59% & 90%),
respectively. This was in contrast to the young AA speakers who abandoned WEREn’t leveling (10%)
for use of the more common AAE feature of WAS leveling (55%). Low rates of WEREn’t leveling by
the young AA speakers was markedly different from high rates by the elderly AA speakers (10% vs.
70%). The authors contributed these generational changes to the young speakers’ increased exposure to
AAE. The W speakers favored the traditional Hyde County Pamlico Sound English WEREn’t leveling
(59% elderly & 90% young) over WAS leveling (22% elderly & 19% young). These data show that the
older generations of AA speakers were aligned with the W speakers in their use of the traditional Pamlico
Sound English WEREn’t leveling. However, the younger AA and W groups show a distinct pattern of
divergence. The young W speakers intensified their use of the local Pamlico Sound dialect pattern of
WEREn’t leveling (90%), while maintaining a consistently low rate of WAS leveling with the elderly
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(19% & 22%), respectively. In contrast, the young AA speakers abandoned WEREn’t leveling (10%) in
favor or the AAE pattern of WAS leveling (55%) that is used in other areas of the U.S.
Wolfram and Thomas (2002) also examined the rates of zero IS and ARE in both the AA and W
speakers. Table 5 presents the percentages of zero IS and ARE by the AA and W speakers.
Table 5. Rate of zero copula IS and ARE by generation and race.
Groups
Elderly
Senior
Middle
Young

AA zero IS
14%
15%
20%
26%

AA zero ARE
68%
39%
48%
66%

W zero IS
1%
------7%

W zero ARE
4%
------11%

The AAE speakers showed higher zero ARE across groups (39% – 68%) than zero IS (14% 26%). Within-group variation for the AA group showed more zero IS with the young (26%) and middle
(20%) groups and higher zero ARE with the elderly (68%) and the younger (66%) groups. As can be
seen, the W speakers in Hyde County showed little zero IS (1% - 7%) with slightly more zero ARE for
both the elderly (4%) and young groups (11%). These results show that zero IS and ARE forms are a
relatively distinct AAE trait in Hyde County. Based on these data, current varieties of Hyde county AAE
show no distinction in BE use from the BE use that has been documented for other varieties of AAE in the
U.S. These results are similar to results found by Labov (1969) where zero ARE occurs more frequently
than zero IS in U.S. varieties of AAE. Wolfram and Thomas (2002) note that this finding, “Shows that
selective ethnolinguisitic distinctiveness can endure in the face of wide spread dialect accommodation”
(p.83).
Wolfram and Thomas’ study shows that enclave dialects undergo evolution. As was shown by
Wolfram and Thomas’ study, the older AA speakers used more of the local Pamlico Sound English
features than the younger speakers, confirming language alignment in the older generation and divergence
over time in the younger generation. Wolfram and Thomas further note that AA residents of Pamlico
Sound associate the Pamlico Sound English dialect with rural W speech, with younger AA speakers
describing older AA speakers as “sounding country” or “more white”, which could reflect their strong
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identification with AA culture and their willingness to change their speech away from the localized norm
and towards a variety of AAE that is spoken in other areas of the U.S.
This study speaks to what may be occurring within Gullah-speaking communities. As younger
Gullah speakers have more contact with other English dialects like AAE and MAE, their use of Gullah
may be evolving to include more AAE or MAE features in place of the more unique Gullah features. If
this is the case, Gullah communities may also be experiencing Gullah language evolution.
A Case Study: Cajun/Creole English
Cajun English is another nonmainstream language variety that has shown language evolution and
change, and some of the studies conducted on this language variety have focused on speaker identity and
attitudes toward being called a Cajun. For example, Dubois and Melançon (1997) conducted a study of
residents from four communities in southern LA to establish who identifies as Cajun. The communities
included: Thibodeaux (Lafourche Parish), Eunice (St. Landry Parish), Abbeville (Vermillion Parish), and
Marksville (Avoyelles Parish). These Parishes were selected based on the 1990 census, which indicated a
high use of French in these areas. To measure attitudes, Dubois and Melançon asked questions about
self-identification as Cajun and the selection of qualities that mark ‘true’ Cajun identity. Results revealed
a ‘V-shaped’ pattern of Cajun identity. The older adults exhibited strong self-identification, the middle
age group showed weak self-identification, and the younger group showed moderate to strong levels of
self-identification that more aligned with the identification levels of the older generation.
Much of what is known about the grammar of Cajun English is descriptive in nature and based on
opinions and stereotypes (Dubois & Melanҫon 2000, 1997), leaving the grammatical features of Cajun
English underexplored. To fill this gap in the literature, Dubois and Melanҫon (1997) and Dubois and
Horvath (1998, 1999, 2003) conducted studies to examine various grammar structures in Cajun English.
First, Dubois and Horvath (2003) examined whether Cajun English morphology followed patterns of use
by other regional varieties like AAE and SWE. The five nonmainstream features selected for
examination included: verbal –s absence, -ed absence, IS absence, ARE absence, and WAS leveling.
These features are considered frequent in Cajun English, AAE, and SWE. The participants of this study
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were 16 male speakers who were divided into four categories according to first language learned (French
or English), age (old and young), and amount of education (secondary or below and tertiary).
Comparisons of these speakers’ use of the five features were made to those documented for other SWE
dialects of Mississippi, Alabama, and North Carolina and for AAE in Texas. Results indicated that the
speakers’ educational level influenced their use of the five nonmainstream features. Overall, the less
educated speakers produced more of the nonmainstream features, while the more educated speakers
produced less. However, in the case of zero ARE with the Old/French only group, and zero IS with the
Old/French and Old/English group, the education level of the participants did not influence the results. It
was also noted that the data for the Old/French speakers was sparse which may have led to this result.
Oetting and Garrity (2006) also conducted a study that examined the possibility of a Cajun
influence in some child speakers of AAE and SWE. Using spontaneous language samples from 93
children (40 AAE and 53 SWE speakers), the authors classified the children as presenting or not
presenting a Cajun influence in their AAE or SWE dialects. These classifications were based on listener
judgments of one-minute excerpts of conversation. Once the children’s dialects were classified for Cajun
influence, their transcribed language samples were analyzed. Results indicated that the children classified
as presenting a Cajun influence in their dialects produced higher rates of nonmainstream phonology than
those classified as not presenting a Cajun influence. In contrast, the two groups of speakers (+/- a Cajun
influence) produced similar rates of nonmainstream morphology. In other words, the high rates of
nonmainstream morphology produced by Dubois and Horvath’s (2003) adult CE participants was not
observed in the children perceived to speak a SWE or AAE dialect with Cajun English influence. This
finding suggests evolution and change in the morphology of Cajun English, with more stability or
maintenance in the phonology than the morphology of Cajun English as it is spoken in at least some parts
of LA.
Together these studies show how scholars are documenting the evolution and change of enclave
dialects like Pamlico Sound English and Cajun English. For Cajun English, the attitudinal studies show a
resurgence of pride by the younger generation of speakers. While the middle age group of Cajun English
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speakers shows decreased self-identification as Cajun English speakers, high levels of self-identification
from the young Cajun English speakers mirror the high levels found in the elderly generation of speakers.
Self-identification and language pride may play a role in the preservation of distinct features of Cajun
English. At the same time, studies of children indicate that distinct nonmainstream morphological
structures of Cajun English are disappearing as the dialect evolves and changes.
Although cross-generational studies do not exist for Gullah, the studies outlined here provide a
model that can be employed by future researchers to examine how Gullah is evolving and changing.
Recall that like the young adult Cajun English speakers, young adult Gullah speakers show evidence of
pride in their Gullah culture and language. In comparison to the older generation, they more openly use
their language on social media and within groups of other Gullah speakers. Nevertheless, if the AA
children with Gullah heritage I study do not show use of distinct Gullah BE forms, the findings could
show evolution away from Gullah and more assimilation to AAE or to another dialect of English spoken
in SC.
Studies of BE in Modern Day AAE and Gullah
Modern Day Varieties of Adult AAE
In contrast to the few studies of BE in Gullah, the BE system of adults who speak AAE has been
studied in detail (Cukor-Avila, 1999; Bailey, 1965; Green, 2002; Labov, 1969; Maynor & Bailey, 1987;
Rickford, 1998; Sharma & Rickford, 2009; Wolfram & Thomas, 2002). Researchers of AAE have
explored speakers’ use of full (She IS happy/running), contracted (She’s happy/running), and zero (She Ø
happy/running) forms of copula and auxiliary BE. Recall that forms of BE (IS, ARE, AM, WAS, and
WERE) are known as a copula when produced before a noun phrase, adjective, or locative; and as an
auxiliary when produced before a verb + ing or gon(na) in AAE and MAE. Researchers of AAE have
also examined many different types of adult data. Some of these data have come from one-on-one or
group conversation style interviews (Bailey & Maynor, 1987; Weldon, 2003a, 2003b), historical literary
works, existent data from previously published studies (Dillard, 1972; Rickford, 1996; Sharma &
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Rickford, 2009; Stewart, 1969), recordings of ex-slave narratives, and interviews with AA speakers from
the early twentieth century (Bailey, 1987; Turner, 1949).
Many of the studies that have focused on adult AAE have examined BE because of its relevance
to language origin and evolution and in an effort to expand modern descriptions of English dialect
diversity (Bailey, 1965; Baugh, 1980; Green, 2002; Hackert, & Holm, 2009; Holm, 1984; Labov, 1969;
Mufwene, 1983; Poplock & Sankoff, 1987; Rickford, 1991; Rickford, 1977; Weldon, 2003a, 2003b).
Studies of adult AAE speakers have also repeatedly highlighted contrasts between the high frequency of
zero BE in AAE compared to the little to no zero BE in MAE (Rickford, 1991).
Labov (1969) was one of the first to examine the variable production of BE in AAE. He
examined copula and auxiliary BE in 20 adults and six pre-adolescent males in South Central Harlem,
New York. His data were collected via unscripted conversations and face-to-face interviews. Results
revealed several linguistic contexts for zero BE in AAE where BE is almost always overtly produced in
MAE. The linguistic constraints described by Labov (1969) that influence marking of BE in AAE include
person/number, tense, contractibility, grammatical context, and preceding context. Below, these
constraints are described based on the likelihood of overt marking:
1. Person/Number: 1st person > 3rd person forms & 1st & 3rd > 2nd
I AM sad > He IS sad > You ARE sad
2. Tense: Tense forms > non-tense forms
I WAS sad, They WERE sad > I AM sad > He IS sad, We ARE sad
3. Contractibility: Uncontractible forms > contractible
IS she there > She IS there
4. Grammatical Context: Copula > Auxiliary
She IS happy > She IS running
5. Preceding Context: It/that/what and noun phrases > pronouns
Mary IS there > She IS there.
All of the constraints described by Labov (1969) have conditions that favor either overt or zero BE forms.
Furthermore, the rates of overt and zero marking of these forms fall on a continuum. Rates of zero BE
that have been documented in adult AAE speakers range from 9% (Bailey & Maynor, 1987) to 100%
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(Bailey, 1987) based on the above listed constraints. The findings from Labov (1969) have been
corroborated by several studies of adult AAE (Bailey & Maynor, 1987; Blake, 1997; Cukor-Avila, 1999;
Fasold, 1981; Hackert & Holm, 2009; Holm, 1984; Labov, 1969; Mufwene, 1994; Rickford, 1998, 1999,
Rickford et al., 1991; Sharma & Rickford, 2009; Weldon, 2003b). Collectively, these studies suggest the
following linguistic constraints for BE in AAE.
For type of BE form, AAE speakers rarely zero mark WAS, WERE, AM, while IS and ARE
show more variation in marking. In addition, ARE is zero marked more often than IS. For
contractibility, uncontractible contexts favor overt marking and contractible favors zero marking. For
following grammatical context, zero marking is least favorable with nominal predicates, adjectivals and
locatives, Verb + ing (V+ing), and most favorable with gon(na) predicates, for subject type, pronouns
favor zero marking over noun phrases and it, what, that subjects (Alim, 2004; Bailey, 1965; Bailey &
Maynor, 1987; Cukor-Avila, 1999; Labov, 1969; Rickford et al. 1991; Sharma & Rickford; 2009;
Wolfram, 1969).
However, Table 6 shows that mixed results have been found for following grammatical context,
with some showing more zero copula before adjectives than locatives and vice versa. Within these
studies, the authors also disagree about which types of BE forms to include in the analysis. Given debates
in the field, Rickford et al. (1991) conducted a study that compared the methodologies used to calculate
the frequency of zero copula based on the combining or separating of IS and ARE forms. Results showed
that collapsing IS and ARE into one category, when examining the effects of grammatical context was
acceptable because the relative frequency of zero marking by following grammatical context was similar
for both forms.
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Table 6. Zero copula (IS/ARE) in AAE according to following grammatical context.

Labov, 1969
(is)
Wolfram, 1969
Bailey, 1987
Bailey &
Maynor, 1987
Rickford et al.
1991

_NP
32%

_Locative
52%

_Adjective
48%

_V+ing
66%

_Gonna
88%

37%
12%
9%

44%
15%
15%

47%
29%
14%

50%
71%
73%

79%
100%
68%

29%

42%

47%

66%

77%

In more recent AAE literature, scholars argue that enough research has been done concerning the
origins and marking of BE that the focus should now shift to descriptions and generalizations of the
grammar rules of AAE (Green 2002). In two studies, Green (1994, 2002) notes that a plethora of research
exists on AAE; however, no one provides a “descriptively adequate” view of the dialect’s grammar. To
fill this gap in the literature, Green provides detailed descriptions of past, present, and future grammar
forms of BE in adult AAE (Table 7). In AAE, BE forms can occur in full, contracted, or zero forms (e.g.,
It’s the one I like or They Ø walking too fast). Forms of AM (i.e. I AM hungry; I’m hungry) are always
overtly produced in the full or contracted form. This is different from IS/ARE which can be produced as
full, contracted, or zero forms in the first person plural, second and third person singular and plural
positions. Forms of WAS and WERE are obligatory in all subject positions (i.e. I, you, she, they
WAS/WERE eating) and WAS can be produced in the third person plural position (i.e. They WAS
eating). Additionally, WAS and WERE cannot be zero marked in a question (i.e. Bruce WAS
swimming? could not become Bruce Ø swimming?). Using the zero forms of WAS and WERE changes
the meaning from past to present tense. Unlike WAS and WERE, forms of IS and ARE are not obligatory
in questions (i.e. IS Bob here? and Ø Bob here? are both felicitous).
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Table 7. General descriptions of the copula and the agreement patterns that are used in AAE (Green
1994, 2002a, 2002b & Winford, 1992).

Person
number
1st sing
1st pl, 2nd sg,
pl, 3rd sg
plural

Present progressive
(auxiliary BE)

Present
copula BE

Past Progressive

Unstressed
Bin

Stressed
BIN (remote past)

I AM eating
I’m eating
We, you, she
IS/ARE eating.

I AM tall
I’m tall
We, you,
she, they
IS/ARE tall.

I WAS eating

I bin a cop since
1990.
We, you, she,
they bin sick for
years.

I BIN running/tall

We’re, you’re,
she’s eating
She, they Ø
eating.

We’re,
you’re, she’s
tall.

We, you, They
WAS/WERE
eating.

We, you, she, they
BIN
running/tall

She WAS eating.

She, they,
you, we Ø
tall.

The form BIN in AAE is a tense-aspectual marker that is not identical to forms in MAE. This
form occurs in specific environments in AAE, and most importantly, expresses a specific meaning in
AAE. Rickford (1975) was one of the first scholars to analyze the meaning of BIN in data from speakers
noting that, “there is a rich arena for research in the use of BIN...” (p.117). Since then, Green (1998,
2002a, 2002b) and Winford (1992) have expanded research on this form giving descriptions of its
functions. Two forms of been have been identified in the AAE literature; stressed, henceforth represented
as BIN and unstressed, henceforth represented as bin. Marking for both forms is based on the context of
the conversation (Dandy, 1991; p. 55). Unstressed bin is used to mark situations that began in the past
and continue into the present (e.g. She bin over there for hours; I bin a cop since 1980). This form is
represented in MAE by the form have + been where in AAE it is believed that the have is deleted (e.g. I
have bin a cop since 1980). Unstressed bin holds primarily a stative/durative function (a state which
holds constantly), and typically occurs before progressive verbs, locatives, adjectives, or nouns.
Stressed BIN is described as conveying that an event or situation took place or originated in the
remote past. Rickford (1975) notes that BIN represents a sense of “for a long time” (e.g. She BIN over
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there ‘She’s been over there for a long time’). Like bin, stressed BIN may be used before progressives,
locatives, adjectivals, and nominals. Stressed BIN has the same stative/durative function as bin but it may
also be used with nonstave (activity) verbs like know or own yielding a different interpretation. It can
convey that an event or action was completed in the more or less distant past (e.g. They BIN called
mommy but she’s still not here ‘They called their mother a long time ago but she hasn’t arrived’; They
BIN ended that game; ‘They ended that game a long time ago’).
Both forms, BIN and bin, are used to express the remote past and occur in first person, second
person, and third person singular and plural subject positions (I, You, She, We, They, BIN/bin eating).
These forms are not inflected like other copula and auxiliary BE forms, and they are obligatory in all
positions in AAE. Without the BIN or bin being produced in AAE, the sentence is interpreted as
indicating a zero marked, present tense form of BE (i.e. She Ø eating). The marking of past tense in AAE
using BIN or bin rather than to mark copula or auxiliary BE is clear in the literature. Given this, the
argument can be made that this form should not be included in the present study which focuses on present
and past copula and auxiliary marking of BE. However, the adult Gullah literature indicates variation of
BE involving been, henceforth represented as BEEN, being produced in copula and auxiliary
WAS/WERE contexts. Given this, BEEN forms (but not BIN or bin) were included in the current study.
From this literature, a few conclusions can be drawn. First, adult speakers of AAE produce the
same forms of BE (IS, ARE, AM, WAS, WERE) as adult MAE speakers. However, AAE speakers have
the option of zero marking certain forms of BE and using WAS leveling, where this option is not
documented in MAE. Second, adult AAE shows a pattern of zero marking where the BE forms of WAS,
WERE and AM are almost never zero marked, while BE forms of IS and ARE, are documented to be zero
marked at different rates depending upon the presence of certain linguistic constraints (e.g., type of
subject, contractibility, grammatical context). Finally, stressed BIN and unstressed bin are grammatical
structures in AAE that do not serve as copula and auxiliary BE in AAE but instead reflect dialect-specific
expressions of past tense. Overall, the findings for BE marking in modern day AAE provide comparative
data from which to make comparison of BE production in modern day Gullah.
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Modern Day Adult Gullah
Jones-Jackson (1978, 1983, 1984, 1986) was successful at gaining the rapport of Gullah speakers
in the 1970’s and 1980’s and publishing multiple papers that used conversational language samples as
data.5 As a result, Jones-Jackson (1983) was able to provide a nontechnical list of persistent linguistic
features of the Gullah language. She presented this work because of the “general attitude that all Black
people in America who speak a nonstandard variety of English speak what is generally referred to as
Black dialect” (p. 280).
For BE in Gullah, Jones-Jackson found that modern day adult speakers produce də for present
tense auxiliary BE contexts, for example:
a) She də hit me. ‘She IS hitting me’ or ‘She Ø hitting me’
b) They də run wild. ‘They ARE running wild’ or ‘They Ø running wild’
Jones-Jackson also found that Gullah speakers produced BEEN in past tense BE (WAS, WERE)
contexts.
a) She BEEN gone. ‘She WAS gone.’
b) They BEEN back there. ‘They were back there.’
Jones-Jackson documented that adult Gullah speakers produce bina (BEEN-a) in past tense BE contexts
(WAS, WERE). This form conveys identical meaning with Gullah BEEN but has a different
pronunciation. Therefore, this form will be collapsed with and referred to as BEEN.
a) They bina go there. ‘They WERE going there.’
b) She bina drink hard. ‘She WAS drinking hard.’
Like AAE speakers, Gullah speakers also produce stressed BIN and unstressed bin to mark regular (-ed)
and irregular remote past tense forms (i.e., felt, left, came).
c) She BIN walk. ‘She walked a long time ago.’
d) She BIN leave them. ‘She left them a long time ago.’
e) I bin a cop since 1990. ‘I have been a cop since 1990.’
f) She bin over there for hours. ‘She has been over there for hours.’
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In further support of Jones-Jackson’s characterization of modern day Gullah, Bickerton (1983)
notes BIN or bin are considered a hallmark features of several creole languages like Hawiian Creole and
Sranan, and Gullah. It is a form that can be used to mark past tense (he BIN love ‘He loved’; a BIN e
waka ‘he walked’) in English-based creoles. In addition, Gullah allows for the use of BEEN and bina as
markers to express WAS/WERE in all person number positions (I, you, she, they BEEN running/tall. ‘I,
you, she, they WAS/WERE running/tall’). Use of BEEN in these contexts has not been documented in
the adult AAE literature. More recently, Klein (2013) documented current Gullah use of BEEN for WAS
(I BEEN gon give you the money ‘I WAS going to give you the money’ (Frank 2007:162). From these
Gullah studies, modern day adult Gullah can be described as having two additional forms of BE, BEEN
and də, which have not been documented for adult AAE. Klein (2013a) also notes that Gullah expresses a
locative copula deh [pronounced dæ] (John deh right in here ‘John is right in here’, Cunningham,
1992:33). From my experience, and as noted by Cunningham (1992), this form is pronounced differently
than the də, which has been previously discussed, but it functions in the same manner.
Recent additions to the scholarly works on modern day Gullah include two studies by Weldon
(2003a, 2003b). Weldon’s Gullah studies differ from those by Turner and others because some of her
participants (like those studied here) lived inland, in rural areas around Charleston, SC. Other studies of
Gullah have been limited to speakers who live on the SC Sea Islands. Importantly, Weldon’s descriptions
of Gullah align with previous studies of Gullah, and because of this, her work provides important data on
adult modern day Gullah.
Weldon (2003a, 2003b) examined BE variability through interviews with adult Gullah and AAE
speakers, aged 60 to 90 years. Speakers lived on three mainland communities (McClelanville, Mt.
Pleasant, and Awendaw, SC) and two Sea Island communities (Johns Island, and St. Helena Island, SC).
Data for AAE were from AA men and women from midland to north midland parts of SC (Camden,
Cassatt, Sumter, and Rembert). Weldon (2003a) examined the BE forms of IS, ARE, and AM in Gullah,
and Weldon (2003b) compared BE (IS) in Gullah to those produced in AAE. Results from these studies
showed variable marking of AM (contracted = 51%, zero = 47%, full = 1%) in adult Gullah, which differs
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from the near categorical overt marking of this structure in other studies of adult AAE. Rates of zero IS
(57%) by the AAE speakers was higher than rates of zero IS (49%) for the Gullah speakers. Furthermore,
Weldon (2003b) examined rates of zero IS based on contractibility. Rate of AAE IS was 21% for
contracted IS, and 22% for full IS in comparison to, 16% contracted IS and 35% for full IS, respectively
for the Gullah speakers. These results reveal that for both groups, zero BE is the most frequent variant,
followed by full and contracted BE. In terms of overt marking Weldon’s data shows a pattern of marking
as follows: AM (53%) > IS (51%) > ARE (25%).
Results also showed zero marking of BE in adult Gullah to be linguistically constrained in ways
that are similar to what has been documented for adult AAE. For example, in both Gullah and AAE, zero
marking of BE is influenced in the same way by preceding context (personal pronouns > noun phrases)
and grammatical context (auxiliary > copula). Nevertheless, differences between adult Gullah and adult
AAE were documented for the following grammatical context. Specifically, Gullah speakers preferred
zero marking before locative followed by adjectives (V+ing > Loc > Adj > NP) where AAE speakers
showed the opposite pattern (V+ing > Adj > Loc > NP).
Researchers have also compared zero BE in AAE to zero BE in other English-based creoles in
Guyana (Bickerton, 1975; Rickford, 1974), Jamaica (Bailey, 1965), Trinidad (Winford1992a, b). For
example, Holm (1984) wanted to determine if BE patterns found by Labov (1969) for AAE could be
found in other creole languages. His data were transcribed recordings of Jamaican Creole (Le Page & De
Camp 1960, pp. 143-79) and Gullah (Turner, 1949; pp. 260-88). Results revealed that the context most
favorable to zero BE was following adjective (66% Jamaican Creole & 62% GG). Interestingly, the
following adjectival context is not the most favorable for adult AAE (See table 10; 14% - 48% across
studies).
From this literature, three major conclusions can be drawn. First, BE in Gullah is constrained by
a number of the same constraints as AAE (e.g., both show higher rates of overt marking for IS than for
ARE), excluding influences related to the following context (i.e., Gullah and AAE differ with respect to
following contexts involving locatives and adjectives). Second, in contrast to the data presented in AAE,
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adult Gullah allows zero forms of AM whereas AM is overtly marked nearly categorically (100%) in
AAE. In some cases, adult Gullah also substitutes the form də for BE forms IS and ARE, although use of
this form has not been explicitly studied in recent Gullah work. Third and in contrast to the use of
stressed BIN and unstressed bin in AAE, adult Gullah uses BEEN as a substitution for past progressive
BE forms WAS and WERE. This type of BEEN use is not documented in the adult AAE literature.
Table 8 provides general descriptions of BE that are used in modern day adult Gullah.
Table 8. General descriptions of the copula and the agreement patterns that are used in Gullah (Weldon,
2003b & Jones-Jackson, 1983).

Person
number
1st sing

Present
progressive
(auxiliary BE)
I AM eating
I’m eating
I Ø eating

Present
(copula BE)
I AM tall.

Past
Progressive
(auxiliary BE)
I WAS
eating.

I’m tall.

Past
(copula BE)

Də

I WAS tall.

I də eat.
(I was, am eating)

I Ø tall.
I BEEN eating.

I Ø tall.
st

1 pl,
2nd sg,
pl, 3rd
sg
plural

We, you, she
IS/ARE eating.
We/you’re/she’s
eating
You’s eating
She, they, we Ø
eating.

We, you, she,
they IS/ARE
tall.
You’s tall.
She, they, you,
we Ø tall.

I Ø eating.
We, you, she,
they WAS
eating.
We, you, they
WERE eating.
We, you, she,
they BEEN
eating.

We, you, she,
they WAS tall.
We, you, they
WERE tall.
We, you, she,
they BEEN tall.

We, you, she, they də
eat.
(We, you, she, they are,
is, was eating)
We, you, she, they BIN
də eat
(We, you, she, they were
eating)

We, you, she Ø
tall.

We, you, she,
they Ø eating.

Comparison of Modern Adult Gullah and AAE
The literature that is published on BE in Gullah and AAE indicates that distinct differences exist
in the production of these forms across languages. Table 9 summarizes the optionality of BE marking in
Gullah and AAE. For completeness, a description of the optionality of BE in MAE is also provided.
From this table it can be seen that marking of BE in Gullah varies significantly from marking in both
AAE and MAE. Marking of BE in Gullah is most similar to AAE with the optionality of marking of the
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IS and ARE forms. Marking of BE forms AM, WAS and WERE differ from AAE in that these forms are
optional in Gullah.
Table 9. Optional marking of BE in Gullah, AAE and MAE.
Form

Gullah

AAE

MAE

IS

Optional

Optional

Obligatory

ARE

Optional

Optional

Obligatory

Am

Optional

Obligatory

Obligatory

WAS

Optional

Obligatory

Obligatory

WERE

Optional

Obligatory

Obligatory

Table 10 shows an additional comparison of BE production in Gullah and AAE based on the adult
literature (Jones- Jackson, 1986; Weldon, 2003a, 2003b). The prominent productions of BE are bolded to
accentuate the differences in production of BE across the two language varieties. From this table, we see
that Gullah and AAE both allow variation (full, contracted and zero) in all present progressive, person and
number positions with the exception of 1 st person singular. Gullah differs from AAE in the 1st person
singular position because it allows zero auxiliary and copula (i.e. I Ø eating/tall) where AAE does not.
Additionally, Gullah allows the contraction of IS in the 2nd person singular position (i.e. You’s eating/tall)
where this construction is not allowed in AAE. In the past progressive context, AAE and Gullah differ in
their allowance of variation. AAE past tense WAS/WERE forms are obligatory for all person number
positions, whereas Gullah allows zero WAS/WERE, BEEN, and də. Gullah allows for the production of
BEEN in all person positions of the past copula (i.e. We, You, They, She BEEN eating/tall) where AAE
does not include this production. Gullah also allows the form də in place of BE with habitual and
progressive meaning (i.e., I də eat.) where this form has not been documented in AAE. Nevertheless,
Gullah and AAE productions of remote past stressed BIN and unstressed bin (e.g. I, You, We, She, They
BIN running/tall) are the same. In both varieties, stressed BIN denotes an action or state that has occurred
for a long time or repeatedly and unstressed bin denotes past perfect.
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Table 10. Comparison of BE productions in Gullah and AAE.

Person
number

1st sing

AAE
Present
auxiliary
BE
I AM
eating.

Gullah
Present
auxiliary
BE

AAE
Present
copula
BE

Gullah
Present
copula
BE

I AM eating
I’m eating
I Ø eating

I AM tall.

I AM tall.

AAE
Past auxiliary
& copula
BE

Gullah
Past auxiliary
& copula
BE

I WAS
eating/tall.

I WAS
Eating/tall.

AAE & Gullah
Remote past
Stressed/unstressed
BIN/bin
I BIN/bin
running/tall.

I’m tall.

I’m eating.

Gullah
də

I də eat.
(I was, am
eating)

I BEEN
eating/tall.

I Ø tall.

IØ
eating/tall.

1st pl,
2nd sg,
pl, 3rd
sg
plural

We, you,
she, they
IS/ARE
eating.

We, you,
she
IS/ARE
eating.

We, you,
she, they
IS/ARE
tall.

We, you,
she, they
IS/ARE
tall

We,
you’re,
she’s,
they’re
eating

We,
you’re,
she’s,
they’re
eating

We’re,
you’re,
she’s,
they’re
tall.

We’re,
you’re,
she’s,
They’re
tall.

We, you,
she, they Ø
eating.

We, you,
she, they Ø
eating.

We, you,
she, they
Ø tall.

We, you,
she, they
Ø tall.

We, you, she,
they
WAS/WERE
eating/tall.

We, you, she,
they
WAS/WERE
eating/tall.
We, you, she,
they BEEN
eating/tall.

We, you, she,
they Ø
eating/tall.

You’s eating
You’s
tall.
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We, you, she, they
BIN/bin running/tall.

We, you, she,
they də eat.
(We, you, she,
they are, is,
was eating)

In sum, distinct differences exist in the marking of BE between adult Gullah and AAE. However,
many questions remain regarding the production of these forms in children with Gullah/Geechee heritage.
For example, it is unknown whether children with Gullah (i.e., Gullah/Geechee) heritage produce a BE
system that is similar to what has been documented for adult Gullah or adult and child AAE. This gap in
the literature warrants a comprehensive study of BE as produced by children.
Studies of BE in Child AAE
Since the 1970’s, many studies have been conducted to examine children’s acquisition and use of
grammatical morphemes, and this includes the copula and auxiliary BE system. Contractible and
uncontractible forms of copula and auxiliary BE make up four the 14 grammatical morphemes identified
by Brown (1979) in his seminal study of Adam, Eve, and Sarah. Since Brown (1979), many other child
language studies have focused on children’s acquisition and use of BE (Cleave & Rice, 1997; Hadley &
Rice, 1996; Hadley, Rispoli, Fitzgerald, & Bahnsen, 2011; Leonard et al., 2003; Polite, Leonard, &
Deevy, 2005; Rispoli, Hadley, & Holt, 2009; Rice & Wexler, 1996; Rice, Wexler & Hersberger, 1998;
Rice, Wexler, Marquis, & Hershberger, 2000; Wexler 1994). From these studies, we have learned that
MAE-speaking children, like MAE-speaking adults, overtly mark all forms of BE (IS, ARE, AM, WAS,
WERE) at rates above 90% by the age of six years (Rice, Wexler, Marquis, & Hershberger, 2000).
A number of studies have also been completed on AAE-speaking children’s acquisition and use
of BE. In fact, Newkirk, Oetting, and Stockman (2014) identified over 20 AAE child studies that have
examined the grammatical structure of BE (Burns, Paulk, Seymour, & Pearson, 2000; Cole, 1980; Connor
& Craig, 2006; Craig & Washington, 1994, 2002, 2004; Garrity, 2007; Green, 1994; Horton-Ikard, 2002;
Horton-Ikard, Weisman, & Edwards, 2005; Jackson & Roberts, 2001; Oetting & Garrity, 2006; Oetting &
Mcdonald, 2001, 2002; Oetting & Pruitt, 2005; Steffensen, 1974; Seymour, Bland-Stewart & Green,
1998; Thompson, Craig, & Washington, 2004; Washington & Craig, 1994; Washington, Craig, &
Kushmaul, 1998; Wyatt, 1995; Wynn & Oetting, 2000). Findings from some of these studies are
reviewed below. As will be evident, the child language literature typically focuses on rates of overtly
marked BE from the total number of contexts produced. This reporting focus differs from what has been
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done in the adult dialect literature, which typically focuses on rates of zero marked BE from the total
contexts produced.6
BE Production by AAE-speaking Children
Studies have shown that the majority of AA children who speak AAE produce nonmainstream
forms of BE that also occur in adult AAE. For example, Craig and Washington (2004) found that zero BE
was used by 80% of AAE-speaking preschoolers. Other AAE studies that show high percentages of
AAE-speaking children producing zero BE forms include Jackson and Roberts (2001), Oetting and Pruitt
(2005), and Horton-Ikard and Weismer, (2005).
Studies have also shown that at a very young age, child AAE speakers mark BE in ways that
mirror adult AAE production. To illustrate, Table 11 summarizes the similarities between the BE systems
of child and adult AAE. As can be seen, child AAE allows for optional marking of IS and ARE while
requiring all remaining BE forms (AM, WAS, WERE) to be overtly marked. This pattern of BE use
mirrors what has been documented in adult AAE.
Table 11. Optionality of BE Marking in Child and Adult AAE.
Form
IS
ARE
AM
WAS
WERE

Child AAE
Optional
Optional
Obligatory
Obligatory
Obligatory

Adult AAE
Optional
Optional
Obligatory
Obligatory
Obligatory

To further illustrate this point, Table 12 presents the mean percentage of overt marking of BE
from four child AAE studies. Each of these studies collected BE data from children by eliciting a
language sample during play or asking the children to generate stories from pictures. Wyatt’s (1991)
children ranged in age from three to five years, whereas the other studies included children who ranged in
age from four to six years. As can be seen, AAE child speakers produce near categorical marking (94% 100%) of the forms AM, WAS and WERE and variable marking of IS and ARE, with rates of overtly
marked IS being consistently higher than rates of overtly marked ARE.
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Table 12. Mean percentage of overt marking of BE across child AAE studies.

Wyatt (1991)
N = 10
Burns et al.
(2000)
N = 22
Garrity &
Oetting (2010)
N = 30
Roy et al.
(2013)
N = 62

IS
81%

ARE
55%

AM
---

WAS
---

WERE
---

81%

62%

94%

96%

95%

55%

39%

100%

---

---

59%

27%

94%

96%

96%

Also, Oetting and Garrity (2006) provide information about AAE-speaking children’s rates of
WAS leveling (WAS for WERE). Their data were language samples from 93 four to six year olds, of
which 40 were classified as speakers of AAE. For these 40 AAE-speaking children, the average rate of
WAS leveling (WAS for WERE) was found to be very high (77%, SD = 20%).
Finally, Roy et al. (2013) examined the effects of different linguistic constraints on AAEspeaking children’s overt marking of BE. The constraints that were examined came from the adult AAE
literature and included: the person, number, tense of the BE form, contractability of the BE form, and the
grammatical context of the BE form. Table 13 shows the mean percentage of BE marking based on these
linguistic constraints. Results from logistic regression showed that the AAE-speaking children’s overt
marking of BE was influenced by all three linguistic variables in ways that mirror the adult AAE
literature. Specifically, results showed that child AAE speakers overtly marked BE forms AM, WAS, and
WERE more frequently than IS and ARE and IS more frequently than ARE. They also preferred overt
marking in uncontractible to contractible contexts, and copula more than auxiliary contexts. As can be
seen, the direction and magnitude of the linguistic constraints for the child AAE speakers aligned with the
adult AAE literature.
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Table 13. Mean percentage of overt marking of child AAE BE by linguistic constraints.
Linguistic Constraints Roy et al. (2013)
Person, Number, Tense
AM
IS
ARE
WAS/WERE
Contractibility
Contractible
Uncontractible
Grammatical Context
Copula
Auxiliary

91% (26)
57% (32)
31% (40)
94% (19)
53% (40)
76% (36)
72% (34)
57% (43)

Measures of Nonmainstream Dialect Density in Child AAE Research
In child language studies, indices of nonmainstream dialect density use are often used to assign
children to low, middle, or high dialect groups. This type of dialect index is not used in the adult dialect
literature but it is important for child studies because of the high degree of individual differences that
have been documented in children’s development of language. Craig and Washington (1994) introduced
the concept of dialect density as a way to index the amount of nonmainstream dialectal structures a child
produces in conversational speech. In a group of 45 AA preschoolers from MI, Washington and Craig
found wide variation in the children’s nonmainstream dialect densities.
Oetting and McDonald (2002) extended Washington and Craig’s dialect density work by
examining three different methods for calculating a child’s nonmainstream dialect density. These
methods included: percent of utterances with a nonmainstream structure, number of different
nonmainstream structure types, and dialect listener judgment using a 7-point scale. To evaluate the three
methods, Oetting and McDonald (2002) examined data from 93 children living in rural Louisiana. Of
these 93 children, 40 were classified as AAE speakers and 53 were classified as speakers of SWE.
Results revealed that for 90% of the participants, the percentage method and listener judgment method led
to similar dialect classifications and statistically correlated dialect density values. Both of these methods
also yielded a range of low, medium, and high nonmainstream dialect densities across the two dialect
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groups and consistently higher average nonmainstream dialect densities for AAE-speaking children (M =
5.71, SD = 1.04) than for the SWE-speaking children (M = 4.11, SD = .91).
Additionally, some studies have been conducted that consider the relationship between children’s
nonmainstream dialect densities and their scores on other language measures (Craig & Washington, 1994;
Kohler, Silliman, Bryant, Bahr, Apel & Wilkinson, 2007; Oetting, Newkirk, Hartfield, Wynn, Pruitt &
Garrity, 2010; Terry, Connor, Thomas-Tate & Love, 2010). For example, Oetting et al. (2010) used
language sample data to calculate Index of Productive Syntax (IPSyn: Scarborough, 1990) scores for 32
six-year-old AAE speakers. IPSyn is an assessment that measures children’s emergence of 56 grammar
structures and it includes copula and auxiliary forms of BE. The authors conducted the study to
determine if children’s IPSyn scores related to the children’s nonmainstream dialect densities. Results
showed that when the children were split into high and low dialect density groups there were no
significant differences between their scores on the IPSyn. This suggested that the children’s
nonmainstream dialect density was not associated with lower scores on the IPSyn. Finally, Pruitt and
Oetting (2009) found no significant relationship between dialect density and past tense marking in
children; Garrity and Oetting (2010) reported a significant negative correlation between children’s
nonmainstream dialect use and their overt marking of BE on elicitation tasks but not in spontaneous
language samples; and Newkirk et al. (2014) reported a significant negative correlation between
children’s nonmainstream dialect use and their overt marking of BE in spontaneous language samples.
Although dialect density was not a focus of my dissertation, this literature highlights the importance of
measuring a child’s nonmainstream dialect density while also considering dialect density differences that
may or may not exist between AA children with Gullah (specifically Gullah/Geechee) heritage and AA
children who speak AAE.
In sum, BE production in child AAE mirrors the production of BE as documented in adult AAE.
Child AAE speakers produce optional marking for IS and ARE, with higher rates of zero ARE than zero
IS, and near categorical overt marking for AM, WAS, and WERE. In addition, child AAE speakers
produce WAS for WERE in ways that are similar to what has been documented for adult AAE speakers.
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Linguistic constraints involving the person, number, and tense of the BE form, the contractibility of the
BE form, and the grammatical context of the BE form influence the rates at which child AAE speakers
overtly mark BE. The direction and magnitude of these linguistic constraints are similar to what has been
documented in adult AAE. Finally, in child AAE studies, dialect density measures are often calculated to
describe participants’ nonmainstream dialect use, explore individual differences within and between
different groups of dialect speakers, and evaluate relations between children’s dialect density measures
and their scores on a variety of language measures. While dialect density seems to be an index that can
be used to place children into groups of low, middle, and high nonmainstream dialect users, more work
needs to be done concerning whether or not a child’s nonmainstream dialect density relates to their
marking of individual grammar structures such as BE.
An On-going Study of BE by AAE-speaking Children in Louisiana
As a graduate research assistant, I worked on an on-going study of the tense and agreement
systems of 5- and 6-year-old children in rural LA. As a part of this work I had access to a set of welldesigned materials that are used to elicit children’s productions of BE in various contexts. By using these
same materials for my dissertation, I was able to directly compare the BE use of the AA children I studied
to the BE use of AA children who do not present with a Gullah heritage.
Goals for the Current Study
The goal of the study was to document the BE system of children with Gullah (specifically
Gullah/Geechee) heritage who live in areas where Gullah/Geechee is spoken. To do this, I compared the
children’s data to what has been documented for adult Gullah and adult AAE, and I directly compared the
BE data I collected from children with Gullah/Geechee heritage to BE data that has been collected from
AAE-speaking children who live in rural LA. By doing this, I determined if the BE system of children
with Gullah/Geechee heritage reflects adult Gullah, adult and child AAE, or something unique to AA
children with Gullah/Geechee heritage.
The Gullah (specifically Gullah-/Geechee) children in this study were recruited from rural areas
of SC where adults self-identify as Gullah/Geechee and as Gullah/Geechee speakers. Given this, I use the
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term Gullah/Geechee (GG) to refer to the research participants in the research questions posed below and
throughout the next three chapters, which reflect the research methods, results, and discussion. This
decision was motivated by a desire to describe the participants using a cultural label for the children that
best represents and respects the families and communities from which the children reside.
Questions Guiding the Current Study
Questions that guided my analyses included:
1. What types of BE forms are produced by GG children?
2. At what rates are the various forms of BE produced by GG children?
3. What linguistic constraints influence the BE productions of GG children?
To compare the BE systems of GG children to the BE systems that have been documented for modern
day adult Gullah and adult AAE, the following questions were posed:
4. Are the types of BE forms produced by GG children consistent with those documented for adult
Gullah and/or adult AAE?
5. Are the rates of BE forms produced by GG children consistent with those documented for adult
Gullah and/or adult AAE?
6. Are the linguistic constraints that influence the BE marking of GG children consistent with those
documented for adult Gullah and/or adult AAE?
To compare the BE systems of GG children to the BE systems of child AAE speakers, a direct
statistical comparison was made between the child data I collected and existing data from a group of
same-aged, AAE-speaking children from rural LA. The following questions were poised to guide these
analyses.
7. Do GG children and AAE-speaking children differ in the types of BE forms they produce?
8. Do GG children and AAE-speaking children differ in the rates of BE forms they produce
9. Are GG children and AAE-speaking children’s markings of BE constrained by the same linguistic
contexts?
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Predictions of the Current Study
For the first set of questions, I predicted that GG children’s productions of at least some forms of
BE, such as the use of BEEN, would be consistent with previous published findings of adult Gullah. I
also predicted that the GG children’s rates of BE forms would follow those documented by Weldon
(2003a, 2003b), with frequent use of zero marking that included IS, ARE, and AM. Finally, I predicted
that the linguistic constraints of type of subject, person, number, and tense, contractibility, and
grammatical context would influence rates of BE marking by the GG children.
For the second set of questions, I predicted that GG children’s types and rates of BE would be
consistent with those documented for adult Gullah speakers. As such, the GG children would show high
rates of zero marking of AM that are not documented in the adult AAE literature. Some (but perhaps not
all) of the linguistic constraints that influence the BE system of adult Gullah and adult AAE would
influence the GG children’s BE system. This prediction was based on the finding that many of the
constraints are similar across adult Gullah and adult AAE.
Finally, I predicted that GG children would produce a wider range and higher rates of
nonmainstream BE forms than do AAE-speaking children who live in LA. Regarding linguistic
constraints on BE marking, I predicted similarities between GG children and AAE children. This
prediction was based on the literature review that showed similarities between adult Gullah and child and
adult AAE in the constraints that influence BE marking.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODS
Research Design
To address the research questions, I conducted a comparison study of copula and auxiliary BE
using data from 19 AA children with GG heritage who lived in rural areas of SC where GG is spoken and
19 AA-speaking children without this heritage who lived in rural areas of LA where GG is not spoken.
For the group comparison study, data from AAE-speaking children who lived in rural LA were selected
from a large archival dataset (Oetting, Hegarty, McDonald, 2009-2014).
The GG children were administered a number of standardized tests to describe their abilities. The
children’s BE productions were elicited through the Diagnostic Evaluation of Language VariationScreening Test (DELV-ST; Seymour, Roper, & de Villiers, 2003), two elicitation probes, and a
spontaneous language sample. These same materials were previously used to collect data from the AAEspeaking children.
Participants
GG Participants
Nineteen GG participants were recruited from SC where the GG language is spoken. They were
residents of inland low-country Berkeley county areas of Huger, Cainhoy, and Wando and Charleston
county areas of North Charleston, Charleston, Awendaw, McClellanville, and Mt. Pleasant. These two
county areas are a part of the tri-county region of SC. US Census data (2010) report the population of
Berkeley county as 177,843 and Charleston county as 350,209, (Tri-county,
www.census.gov/2010census, 1/26/13).
The criteria for inclusion in the study included: (1) Enrolled in kindergarten; (2) Earned a
standard score > 75 (-1.50 SD) on a test of nonverbal cognition; (3) Earned a standard score > 75 (-1.50
SD) on an articulation screener; (4) Earned a standard score > 75 (-1.50 SD) on tests of language
development. The GG group included 11 males and 8 females. The average age was 73.32 (4.74) months
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and the average maternal education level was 13.74 (1.73) years. Table 14 provides the participant
profiles of the GG children.
Table 14. GG participant profiles: Gender, age, and maternal education.
Participant
Number
4000
4001
4002
4003
4004
4005
4006
4007
4008
4009
4010
4011
4012
4013
4014
4015
4016
4017
4018
Mean
(SD)

Gender
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Female
Male
Female
Female
Female
Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
11 males
8 females

Age
(in months)
76
74
81
75
72
80
76
74
75
63
67
79
70
78
68
69
75
71
70
73.32
(4.74)

Maternal Education
(in years)
12
12
12
12
16
16
12
13
16
14
16
14
12
13
12
14
14
16
14
13.74
(1.73)

AAE-speaking Participants
Nineteen participants were selected from a large archival database of AAE-speaking children
from LA (AAE group). Children who contributed to the archival database lived in a rural area in
Assumption Parish, LA. US Census data report the population of Assumption as 23,472, with 33% listed
as African American (http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/22/22007). Assumption Parish also
experienced minimal (4%) population change post Hurricane Katrina in 2005, which displaced many
residents in other areas of Louisiana. Previous studies of AAE-speaking children who live in this area
and in surrounding rural areas show their use of AAE to be highly consistent with other studies of adult
and child AAE (Garrity & Oetting, 2010; Oetting & McDonald, 2001; 2002; Oetting & Pruitt, 2005;
Pruitt & Oetting, 2009; Ross, Oetting, & Stapleton, 2004).
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The AAE participants were selected to closely match the GG children by age, gender, and their
scores on the Diagnostic Evaluation of Language Variation - Norm Referenced (DELV-NR; Seymour,
Roeper, & de Villiers, 2005). The average age was 64.68 (3.09) months and the average maternal
education level was 13.11 (3.04) years. Table 15 provides individual participant profiles for the AAE
group. An ANOVA for age and maternal education by group (GG vs. AAE) revealed no group effect for
maternal education but a significant group effect for age, F(1, 36) = 44.22, p < .001, partial eta2 = .55,
such that the GG children (M = 73.32, SD = 4.74) were older than the AAE children (M = 64.68, SD =
3.09), even though all attended kindergarten.
Table 15. AAE participant profiles: Gender, age, and maternal education.
Participant
Gender
Age
Maternal Education
Number
(in months)
(in years)
Female
75
16
717
Male
61
16
718
Male
70
16
719
Male
61
12
724
Male
68
16
726
Female
62
12
731
Female
65
10
732
Male
64
11
756
Female
60
12
764
Male
65
9
768
Male
66
9
776
Female
64
12
801
Female
66
12
839
Male
68
10
840
Female
65
17
853
Male
71
17
894
929
Male
61
10
Female
63
16
951
993
Male
63
13
Mean
11 male
64.68
13.11
(SD)
8 female
(3.09)
(3.04)

Dialects of the Participants
Dialect Status as Indexed by the DELV-ST. The DELV-ST was designed to screen for language
variation due to regional or cultural dialects and variation due to language disorders or delays in children,
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regardless of their dialect. This tool is the only screener in the field of speech-language pathology that
has been created with items that can be given to children who speak a wide range of English language
varieties. Part I of the DELV-ST includes 15 items that can be used to classify children’s dialects as
reflecting MAE or as showing some or strong variation from MAE. To do this, a child’s responses on the
DELV-ST are classified as either: (A) nonmainstream, (B) mainstream, (C) other, (D) or no response.
Then a dialect classification is made based on the child’s relative frequencies of A and B responses. As
shown in Tables 16 and 17 and using the dialect classifications in the DELV-ST manual, none of the
children was classified as speaking MAE. Instead, similar numbers of children in the GG and AAE
groups were classified as speaking a dialect or language variety with some (GG = 4 and AAE = 3) or
strong variation from MAE (GG = 15 and AAE = 16).
As shown in Tables 16 and 17, the children’s A and B responses on the DELV-ST were also used
to calculate dialect densities measures (DDM) using the formula: A responses /(A responses & B
responses). A DDM of .00 indicated that a child produced no nonmainstream dialect forms within his or
her responses, and a DDM of 1.00 indicated that a child produced a nonmainstream dialect form in all of
his or her responses. As shown in Table 18 and as tested with a one-way ANOVA, the two groups (GG
vs. AAE) did not differ in their average DDMs.
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Table 16. GG DELV-ST responses.
NUM

Total A
responses

Total B
responses

Total C
responses

Total D
responses

4000
4001
4002
4003
4004
4005
4006
4007
4008
4009
4010
4011
4012
4013
4014
4015
4016
4017
4018
Mean
(SD)

13
7
8
14
9
10
12
14
7
7
7
9
10
8
14
12
12
14
13
10.53
(2.74)

1
7
5
0
2
4
1
0
6
4
5
5
4
2
1
0
1
1
1
2.63
(2.24)

1
1
2
1
4
1
2
1
2
4
3
1
1
4
0
3
2
0
1
1.79
(1.27)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(.00)
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DELV-ST
Dialect
Classifications
Strong Variation
Some Variation
Strong Variation
Strong Variation
Strong Variation
Strong Variation
Strong Variation
Strong Variation
Some Variation
Strong Variation
Some Variation
Strong Variation
Strong Variation
Strong Variation
Strong Variation
Strong Variation
Strong Variation
Strong Variation
Strong Variation
---

DDM
DELV
.93
.50
.62
1.00
.82
.71
.92
1.00
.54
.64
.58
.64
.71
.80
.93
1.00
.92
.93
.93
.80
(.17)

Table 17. DELV-ST responses: AAE.
NUM

Total A
responses

Total B
responses

Total C
responses

Total D
Responses

717
718
719
724
726
731
732
756
764
768
776
801
839
840
853
894

10
10
9
14
8
13
15
10
14
8
13
8
13
11
14
13

4
3
3
0
3
2
0
2
1
6
0
4
1
3
0
1

1
2
3
1
4
1
0
3
0
1
2
3
1
1
1
1

929

13

0

2

951

9

5

1

993
Mean
(SD)

11
11.37
(2.34)

0
1.95
(1.90)

4
1.68
(1.20)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(.00)

DELV-ST
Dialect
Classifications
Strong Variation
Strong Variation
Strong Variation
Strong Variation

Some variation
Strong Variation
Strong Variation
Strong Variation
Strong Variation

Some variation
Some variation
Strong Variation
Strong Variation
Strong Variation
Strong Variation
Strong Variation
Strong Variation
Strong Variation
Strong Variation
---

DDM
DELV

.71
.77
.75
1.00
.73
.93
1.00
.83
.93
.57
1.00
.67
.93
.79
1.00
.93
1.00

.64
1.00
.85
(.14)

Table 18. Average DDM by group.

Group
GG

DDM
.80
(.17)
.85
(.14)

AAE
*Means reported first with standard deviations reported in parentheses.

Dialect Status as Indexed by Listener Judgments. There are no commercial measures that exist to
classify the type of nonmainstream dialect a child speaks. Therefore, a listener judgment task was utilized
following the methods of Oetting and McDonald (2002). The listener judgment task asked six raters to
independently listen to and judge each child’s dialect type. Three of the raters were from SC; one was a
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professor who lived in the Charleston, SC area and studied the Gullah language, and two were graduate
students who were native speakers of GG and enrolled in a clinical M.A. program in speech-language
pathology. The other three raters were from LA; one was a professor who lived in LA for over 20 years
and studied different Louisiana dialects, including AAE, and two were graduate students who also studied
different dialects of English, including AAE, as part of their doctoral programs (one with African
American and Caribbean heritage and one with Cajun heritage). All of the LA raters had multiple years
of training in examining children’s use of nonmainstream dialects of English using listener judgment
tasks and DDM indices, whereas the SC raters were less familiar with these topics and tasks.
The raters listened to 1-minute excerpts from language samples to classify the children’s dialects.
The excerpts were randomized so that no more that two children from each group (GG or AAE) were
judged consecutively. The excerpts did not contain any content (e.g., names of cities, towns, state) that
linked the children to a particular region or dialect/language. The task provided the raters with three
scales from which to classify the children’s dialects. The first was for GG, the second was for GGinfluenced AAE, and the third was for AAE. Initially, the plan was to provide the raters two scales, one
for GG and another for AAE. However, recall from Chapter 2 that the dialect or language spoken by
modern day children with GG heritage is unknown. Although the GG children may retain features of GG
as spoken by elderly members or adults of the community, some language change has likely occurred
across different generations of speakers. For this reason, the rating task included two non-AAE scales,
GG and GG-influenced AAE.
Once raters selected a dialect scale for a child, they were asked to select a number from 1 to 7 on
the scale to indicate the density of the child’s nonmainstream dialect. A 1 on the scale indicated that a
child produced no nonmainstream dialect features, and a 7 indicated that a child produced many
nonmainstream dialect features. Following this, the raters were asked to rate their confidence in their
dialect classification (1= not confident, 2 = somewhat confident, 3 = very confident) and indicate which
aspects (i.e., paralinguistics, phonology, morphosyntax, and or vocabulary) of the child’s dialect they
used to make their decisions (see appendix B for the rating form).
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Table 19 shows the number and relative percentages of excerpts for which the SC and LA raters
selected the GG vs. GG-influenced AAE scales. As can be seen, the SC raters showed no preference
because they used both scales 50% of the time when they selected one of these two scales. The LA raters
used the GG-influenced AAE scale more (82%) than the GG scale (8%) when they selected one of these
two scales. For the purpose of this dissertation, the selection of the GG or GG-influenced AAE scale
indicated that the rater did not perceive the child’s dialect as AAE. Given this, data from the GG and GGinfluenced AAE scales were combined into one Total GG category.
Table 19. Use of GG and GG-influenced AAE scales.a
SC
LA
GG
16 (50%)
8 (18%)
GG-influenced AAE
16 (50%)
37 (82)%
Total GG
32
45
a
The total number of excerpts scored for each rater group was 114 (38 children X 3 raters).
Table 20 presents the rates at which the raters agreed on their selection of each child’s dialect.
Only, four (21%) of the 19 children in the GG group and 11 (58%) of the 19 children in the AAE group
resulted in 100% dialect agreement across raters. When consistency was defined as agreement between
four out of six raters, 12 (63%) of the children in the GG group were classified as speaking a GG variety,
and 16 (84%) of the AAE group were classified as speaking AAE. These results indicate that the raters
classified the children in the AAE group as AAE speakers more consistently than they classified those in
the GG group as GG speakers.
Table 20. Dialect classifications from the listener judgment task.

GG

AAE

SC & LA raters
Number of raters in agreement
Percent of children whose dialect types
were consistently classified
6/6
21%
5/6
37%
4/6
63%
3/6
84%
6/6
58%
5/6
63%
4/6
84%
3/6
100%
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Table 21 presents the same information as Table 24, except the data are presented as a function of
the rater group (SC vs. LA). As can be seen, although both the SC and LA raters were more consistent in
their dialect classifications of children in the AAE group than in the GG group, the LA raters’ dialect
classifications were more consistent with the children’s dialect groups than were the dialect classifications
of the SC raters. Despite lower rates of agreement for the SC raters, the average confidence estimate for
the SC and LA raters was 2.53 (SD = .51 and 2.54 (SD = .41), respectively. This result indicates that all
of the raters were somewhat to very confident in their ratings.
Table 21. Dialect classifications from the listener judgment task by rater group.*
SC raters
LA raters
GG
37%
53%
AAE
63%
89%
*Agreement defined as 3/3 raters classifying the child’s dialect in the same way.
Table 22 presents the percentages at which the raters used various aspects of the children’s
language to make their dialect decisions. The percentages do not equal 100 because the raters could
select more than one feature per child. As shown, morphosyntax was the most frequently used feature,
followed by paralinguistics. However, the SC raters used vocabulary slightly more often than phonology,
and the LA raters used phonology three times more often than vocabulary.
Table 22. Percentage of linguistic features used by the SC and LA raters.
SC raters

LA raters

Paraglinguistics (%)

66
75
(39)
(24)
Phonology (%)
36
75
(34)
(21)
Morphosyntax (%)
79
83
(30)
(20)
Vocabulary (%)
49
25
(38)
(34)
*Means reported first with standard deviations reported in parentheses.

Overall ratings
71
(23)
55
(22)
81
(15)
37
(26)

Next, I examined relationships between the density ratings of the six raters using correlational
analyses. As shown in Table 23, the dialect densities of the raters within each rater group (SC vs. LA)
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were moderately correlated to each other; however, across the two rater groups, none of the dialect
densities was significantly correlated with one another.
Table 23. Correlations between raters’ judgments of the children’s dialect densities.
Rater

1

1
SC

2

3

.87**

.34*

2

4

5

6

.42*

3

LA

4

.29

.26

.20

5

.20

.29

.25

.36*

6

.23

.23

.30

.53**

.38*

*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level.
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level.

Next, I explored the raters’ perceptions of the children’s nonmainstream dialect densities. Recall
that dialect density relates to the frequency at which nonmainstream dialectal features are perceived in the
children’s excerpts, and the raters were given a 7-point scale to indicate their judgments. Table 24 shows
the mean dialect density by group (GG vs. AAE) for the SC and LA raters. A 2 (GG vs. AAE) x 2 (SC
vs. LA) ANOVA revealed no significant differences between the mean dialect densities of the children by
either of these variables.
Table 24. Mean density for SC and LA raters by group.
SC raters

LA raters

GG

4.91
4.76
(1.21)
(1.17)
AAE
4.53
5.28
(1.29)
(1.11)
*Means reported first with standard deviations reported in parentheses.
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Overall Mean Density
4.76
(1.17)
4.90
(.89)

Finally, I examined relationships between the children’s average dialect densities from the raters
during the listener judgment task and their DDM values from the DELV-ST. Recall that on both dialect
measures, a group difference (GG vs. AAE) was not detected statistically. Nevertheless, both sets of
correlations were only low in magnitude, with the correlation reaching statistical significance for the LA
raters only (SC raters: r = .25, p = .13; LA raters: r = .35, p < .05).
In critique of the dialect data collected on the two groups of raters, it is tempting to conclude that
the LA raters were more accurate than the SC raters in classifying the children’s dialects as GG or AAE
and in estimating the children’s nonmainstream dialect densities. Indeed, the raters in LA had more
experience than the SC raters with the different methods by which children’s dialects were classified.
They also had multiple years of experience identifying and coding nonmainstream dialectal features
within children’s language samples. However, it is also quite possible that at least some of the findings
are related to the children’s dialect communities and subsequent nature of the task for the two rater
groups. In SC and as confirmed by one of the raters, the SC raters hear different varieties and densities of
GG and AAE spoken in their communities. In contrast, the LA raters have never been exposed to GG or
GG-influenced AAE, and as one LA rater indicated, the task for her involved a dichotomous judgment as
to whether a child produced something (e.g., vowel, word, grammar structure, or prosodic feature) that
did or did not sound like something produced in LA. In other words, the dialect classification task may
have been less complex for the LA raters than for the SC raters because of the SC raters’ exposure to a
variety of GG-related language varieties in addition to AAE.
Perhaps more important are the findings related to the dialect classifications of the children in the
GG and AAE groups. Across all raters, the dialects of the children in the AAE group were more
consistently classified as AAE. This indicates that some young AA children with GG heritage are
producing a dialect of English that is not perceived to be categorically distinct from other varieties of
AAE. Across the DELV-ST and the listener judgment task, the nonmainstream dialect densities of the
children in the GG and AAE groups also did not differ. This finding further supports a conclusion that
young AA children with GG heritage, as a group, are producing a dialect of English that does not contain
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more nonmainstream features than child AAE. Nevertheless, individual differences were present in the
GG data, with 4 children perceived by all six raters to speak a language variety that differed from AAE.
This number increased to 12 when the dialect classification required four of the six raters to agree.
Language Abilities of the Participants
Standardized tests were used to confirm that the children were developing language typically and
to rule out any type of language impairment or communication disorder. The children were matched on
gender while also taking into consideration their scores on the standardized assessment tools that
measured language ability (DELV-NR and PPVT). In fact, every effort was made to match the children
in the GG and AAE groups as closely as possible on all tests to avoid significant differences in language
ability that would influence the dependent measures. A description of the test battery is as follows.
The Primary Test of Nonverbal Intelligence (PTONI; Ehrler & McGhee, 2008) is a normreferenced tool that was used to measure the children’s non-verbal cognitive abilities. This assessment
was normed on 1,010 ethnically, culturally, and geographically diverse groups of children across 38 states
including SC. The normative sample ranged in age from 3 - 9 years; 12% were AA. Administration took
approximately 15 minutes. Children were instructed to point to the picture that did not belong in a group
of pictures. All of the children in the AAE group obtained standard scores above -1 standard deviation of
the normative mean. For the GG group, all but four of the children received scores above -1 standard
deviation of the normative mean. Although the scores for these four children fall outside of the normative
range they were not excluded from the study because their GFTA and PPVT test scores were within
normal limits.
The Goldman Fristoe Test of Articulation (GFTA; Goldman & Fristoe, 2000) was used to assess
the children’s articulation abilities by sampling spontaneous and imitative sound production. The
normative sample included 3,500 participants, aged 2 – 21 years. The participants for the normative study
came from 300 sites across the United States, including sites in SC; 16% were AA. For the current study,
the children were administered the sounds-in-words subtest, which included pictures of common items.
Administration took approximately 15 minutes. The test required the children to name pictures. In the
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event that a child did not say the correct name for the picture, the examiner prompted with a sentence that
provided the correct word for the child to imitate. All children obtained a standard score that was above 1 standard deviation of the mean.
The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test – 4th Edition (PPVT-4; Dunn & Dunn, 2007) is a normreferenced tool that measures the receptive vocabulary abilities of children. The normative sample
included 3,540 participants, aged 2- 90 years. The normative sample was ethnically, culturally, and
geographically diverse and included participants from SC; 15% were AA. Administration took
approximately 15 minutes. The test required that children point to the picture that corresponded with the
presented vocabulary word. All of the children in both the GG and AAE groups scored above -1 standard
deviation of the normative mean.
The DELV-NR (Seymour et al., 2005) is a norm-referenced tool that has been developed for
children who speak a number of different dialects of English, including AAE. The normative sample
included 900 participants aged 4-9 years, at multiple sites across the U.S. including LA; 16% were AA.
Although the test includes subtests for syntax, pragmatics, semantics, only the syntax subtest was
administered. Three of the GG participants received standard scores on the DELV-NR that were below -1
but within -1.5 standard deviations of the mean. All three participants were males who also exhibited low
PTONI scores. As mentioned earlier, they were not excluded from the study because their GFTA and
PPVT scores were within normal limits.
Tables 25 and 26 provide individual test scores for the GG and AAE groups, respectively, and
Table 27 presents the mean test scores earned by each group. Using a series of one-way ANOVAs,
results for the PTONI showed a main effect for group, F(1, 36) = 6.36, p < .05, partial eta2 = .15, such
that the AAE children (M = 96.05, SD = 9.80) outperformed the GG children (M = 87.37, SD = 11.36).
Results for GFTA, PPVT and DELV-ST revealed no significant main effects for group.
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Table 25. Individual GG group test scores.
Participant
Number
4000
4001
4002
4003
4004
4005
4006
4007
4008
4009
4010
4011
4012
4013
4014
4015
4016
4017
4018
Mean
(SD)

PTONI

PPVT

GFTA

DELV-NR

79
84
78
76
84
80
85
84
84
94
89
82
127
75
95
89
90
95
90
87.37
(11.36)

90
98
89
86
106
98
108
88
89
100
107
107
110
91
93
100
100
94
105
97.84
(7.78)

103
107
108
108
106
106
109
106
110
112
110
107
108
100
106
108
108
109
107
107.26
(2.62)

7
7
10
6
10
9
9
10
11
8
10
13
10
6
8
6
9
9
10
8.84
(1.86)
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Table 26. Individual AAE group test scores.
Participant
Number

PTONI

PPVT

GFTA

DELV-NR

717
718
719
724
726
731
732
756
764
768
776
801
839
840
853
894

89
95
95
107
95
129
105
96
82
89
89
96
89
95
94
94
91
99
96
96.05
(9.80)

103
89
96
101
102
105
90
84
90
87
100
85
88
99
94
107
102
107
71
94.74
(9.50)

108
105
110
108
107
110
109
107
106
100
109
106
110
109
106
105
103
111
105
107.05
(2.76)

10
7
9
9
9
10
9
8
10
8
10
8
10
9
8
8
8
11
7
8.84
(1.12)

929

951
993
Mean
(SD)

Table 27. GG and AAE group profiles.
Group

PTONI

GFTA

GG

PPVT

87.37
107.26
97.84
(11.36)
(2.62)
(7.78)
AAE
96.05
107.05
94.74
(9.80)
(2.76)
(9.50)
*Means reported first with standard deviations reported in parentheses.

DELV-NR
8.84
(1.86)
8.84
(1.12)

Elicitation of BE
Three types of tasks were used to elicit BE forms from the children. These included: the DELVST, two elicitation probes, and a spontaneous language sample.
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DELV-ST
The DELV-ST (Seymour et al., 2003) is a commercially available language screening test. As
mentioned earlier, Part I included items are used to classify children’s dialects/language as reflecting
MAE or as showing some or strong variation from MAE. Part II included items that are used to
determine if children’s language abilities place them at risk for language impairment. Both of these
sections contain items that elicit various BE forms. Specifically, two grammar items from Part I and five
grammar items from Part II require a copula or auxiliary WAS or WERE. These seven items were
examined to identify different types and rates of BE responses between the groups (GG vs. AAE).
Elicitation Probes
Two video probes were used to elicit productions of auxiliary BE forms (IS/ARE and
WAS/WERE) from the GG children. The probes were developed as part of a larger study by Oetting et
al. (2009), and they were modeled after the DELV-ST items (Seymour et al., 2003) and previous studies
of children’s BE systems (Garrity & Oetting, 2010; Leonard et al., 2003; Polite et al., 2005; Polite &
Leonard, 2007).
IS/ARE Probe: The IS/ARE probe consisted of 4-second video clips that depicted various actions
by adults, children, and puppets. The probe included actions of eight IS verbs: make, paint, scratch, clap,
stick out, fan, stack, pound, and eight ARE verbs: punch, sneeze, open, cry, shiver, drop, bang, wash.
Before each action was played, the examiner showed the scene and provided a prompt to introduce a
characteristic of the character that related to the target verb (e.g., “The mouse seems strong. Tell me what
you see.”). Then, the examiner played the action and recorded the child’s response (e.g., “He is pushing a
car”). Prior to the start of the probe, action scenes for four additional verbs were used for training and to
ensure that the participants understood the task.
WAS/WERE Probe: The WAS/WERE probe consisted of 6-second video clips that depict actions
by adults, children, and puppets. Like the IS/ARE probe, these were designed to elicit a set of target
verbs. The probe included actions of eight WAS verbs: feed, drink, touch, rock, lick, brush, talk,
hammer, and eight WERE verbs: build, sleep, color, bounce, hug, bow, mix, cut). Before each action was
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played to the child, the examiner showed the scene and told the child to watch the scene using the target
verb (e.g., “Watch the bear touch his ears”). Then, the examiner played the action and repeated the
prompt two more times. While the action continued on the video, the examiner covered the video so the
child could no longer see the action. The examiner then asked the child to tell the examiner what he/she
remembered seeing (e.g., Examiner: “Before I covered this up, tell me what you remember about the
bear”; Child: “The bear/he was touching his ears”). Prior to the start of the probe, action scenes for four
additional verbs were used for training and to ensure that the participants understood the task.
Administration of the probes and the children’s responses were audio-recorded for later
transcription and coding. The children’s responses were coded as overtly marked mainstream forms of
BE, overtly marked nonmainstream forms of BE, or zero marked nonmainstream forms of BE. Overtly
marked nonmainstream responses included WAS for WERE and IS for ARE, də for IS, ARE, WAS or
WERE, or BEEN for WAS or WERE, IS or ARE. Rates of use for each BE form produced were
quantified with frequency counts, percentages of use per child, and proportions of use per child group
(GG vs. AAE).
Spontaneous Language Sample
A language sample was elicited from each child by having an examiner and child play together in
a room for approximately 30 minutes. The samples included at least 200 complete and intelligible
utterances per child, with the number elicited for the GG and AAE groups totaling 4,508 and 4,431 child
utterances, respectively. Following the methods of previous studies, play kits were used to elicit language
from the children. The play kit included a gas station, picnic/park set, baby dolls, and three action
pictures (i.e. kids fishing, grocery shopping, carwash) from the Apricot I Picture Series (Arwood, 1985).
Each sample was audio-recorded for later transcription and coding.
The language samples were transcribed and coded for morphology. WavPedal software
(WavPedal.com) and Systematic Analysis of Language Transcripts software (SALT; Miller & Iglesias,
2012) were used to facilitate transcription and coding. Transcription and coding of the language samples
followed the guidelines used in the Language Development and Disorders Lab: Language Sample
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Transcription and Coding Manual (Oetting et al., 2014). Accordingly, each sample underwent three
passes of transcription and coding by at least two different people. The manual has already been used
with AAE child samples and includes transcription and coding guidelines for zero marked forms of AM,
IS, ARE, WAS, and WERE, reduced gon(na) and WAS for WERE and IS for ARE. These grammar
structures are included in the lab manual because they have been documented in previous studies of child
AAE. However, for the GG children, coding adjustments were needed for the children’s productions of
various forms of BE that differed from documented AAE productions. These coding adjustments are
described next.
Additional Coding of BE
The adult Gullah form də was coded as an overtly marked nonmainstream substitution for BE (IS,
ARE), depending on the context of the utterance.
As described previously, there are multiple productions of BIN and bin in both GG and AAE that
are defined by their stress pattern and function. Green (2002, pg. 55-60) provides a breakdown of how to
categorize these structures. Green describes the remote past forms of BIN that are stressed and refer to
events that are held for a long period of time. The forms include:
BINstat where a state holds constantly.
a) He BIN running
a.

He has been running for a long time.

BINhab were an event begins at some point and continues on occasion or from time to time.
b)

Bruce BIN running;
a. ‘Bruce started running some time ago and he still runs from time to time.

BINcomp were a verb ended a long time ago.
c) Yea, I BIN called her;
a. ‘Yea, I called her a long time ago.
Although the aforementioned forms occur in both AAE and GG, GG produces a form of been not
documented in AAE. Specifically, the Gullah form BEEN is synonymous with the past progressive forms
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WAS/WERE and was only coded in the contexts where the meaning was encoded for the past progressive
(e.g., She BEEN at the store ‘She WAS at the store’ and They BEEN over there ‘They were over there’).
Along with my native speaker intuition and the context of the utterance, five diagnostic tests were used to
determine the type of been that was produced. The diagnostic strategy of tag questions was used to
determine if the been form produced was BIN, bin, or past progressive BEEN. This strategy was done by
copying the auxiliary to form the tag as in the example, He WAS running, WASn’t he? (Green, 2002, pg.
43) vs. He BIN eating, hasn’t he? (Green, 2002, pg. 54). As evident by these examples from Green, the
tag forces the auxiliary WAS or WERE if the been form was functioning as a past progressive.
1. He BEEN running. (WAS auxiliary)
Diagnostic: Tag question
He BEEN running, wasn’t he?
2. He BIN eating. (Remote past: He has been eating for a long time)
Diagnostic: Tag question
He BIN eating, hasn’t he?
For all potential BIN, bin, and BEEN utterances, five utterances before and after the utterance were also
examined to determine the meaning of the form. Utterances with the meaning “for a long time” were
considered BINstat, utterances with the meaning “from time to time” were considered BINhab, and
utterances with the meaning “A long time ago” were considered BINcomp. Additionally, I used the
examiner’s prompt as a diagnostic test for the use of BIN past perfect. For example, when the examiner
prompted with the past perfect BIN (e.g., “I bet you’ve been to the park”), the following child utterance
that used BIN was considered past perfect instead of BEEN past progressive (e.g., I Ø bin with my sister
and my mom). Table 28 presents examples of the different types of BIN, bin, and BEEN that were
examined in the language samples and the contextual meanings that were used to determine which forms
reflected past progressive structures. The various types of BIN, bin, and BEEN made it a complicated
structure to code. Therefore, I report the frequency of the forms of BIN and bin that were not
representative of overt BE (WAS, WERE) but exclude them from the analysis of copula and auxiliary BE.
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Table 28. BEEN, BIN, and bin forms within the language samples.
BE
BEEN (WAS, WERE)

Meaning from Context
Does not mean for a long time, a long time ago, or
from time to time

BINstat
BINhab
BINcomp
Bin past perfect
‘have been’

Means for a long time
Means from time to time
Means a long time ago
I Ø been to the park before.

Rates of use for each BE form were quantified through frequency counts, percentages of use per
child, and proportions of use per language group. Also, the language samples were used to examine the
effects of various linguistic constraints on the children’s marking of BE. Linguistic constraints included:,
person, number, tense (IS, ARE, AM, WAS, WERE), contractibility (contractible vs. uncontractible), and
grammatical context (copula vs. auxiliary) and subject type (pronoun vs. noun phrase vs. no subject). In
addition when the regression was run, pronouns it, what, and that were removed to be consistent with the
AAE literature (Blake, 1997; Labov, 1969; Rickford, 1991; & Wyatt, 1996).
Procedures
The study was approved by LSU’s institutional review board for research with human subjects.
The procedures used to collect data from the GG children followed those that had been used for the AAEspeaking children. Written consent was obtained from the primary caregivers of the children prior to their
participation in the proposed study. For the GG children, caregivers were also asked to complete a sociodemographic questionnaire to document the child’s race, gender, date of birth, maternal education level,
and GG language status as well as the family’s place of residence, their GG language history, and their
family’s history of speech and language impairments.
Once consent was granted and the questionnaires were completed, each GG child completed three
sessions at a time that was convenient for the child’s parents. During the first session, each child was
given the DELV-ST, PPVT-4, and PTONI. During the second session, each child was given the DELVNR, GFTA and the first BE elicitation probe (IS/ARE or WAS/WERE). During the third session, each
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child completed a 30-min. language sample and the second BE elicitation probe (IS/ARE or
WAS/WERE). Administration of the IS/ARE and WAS/WERE probes were counterbalanced across
children. The children’s names were never written on any document or stored in any electronic data file.
Instead, all data from each child was identified by an alphanumeric code.
Reliability
Scoring reliability of the DELV-ST, PTONI, GFTA, PPVT-4 and DELV-NR tests was not
evaluated because the scoring procedures were demonstrated to be reliable by the test developers.
Scoring reliability of the BE elicitation probes was evaluated by having two raters independently
score 6 (32%) of the GG children’s BE productions on the probes. There were 192 (6 children x 32
verbs) opportunities for agreement on the probes. The rate of agreement was 97%, with a range of
agreement from 93% - 100%. Scoring reliability of the AAE children’s responses was previously
checked using data from 20% of the children who participated in the larger LA study; rate of agreement
was 95% with a range of agreement from 80% to 100%, except for two IS/ARE probes that presented
rates of agreement at 70% and 77%.
Scoring reliability of the children’s BE contexts within the language samples involved multiple
steps because the samples had to be transcribed and coded, and then the children’s BE forms were
extracted and coded. Also, although the same procedures were used to evaluate the GG and AAE
samples, intra-rater reliability was checked for the GG samples and inter-rater reliability was checked for
AAE samples. Intra-rater reliability was used, because I (along with four other graduate students)
transcribed and coded the GG samples, and I also completed the reliability checks of the GG samples four
months later. For each AAE sample, different graduate students completed the transcription and coding
of the original and reliability samples. Also, whereas the reliability of the GG samples was checked using
data from 4 (20%) of the GG children, reliability was checked for the AAE samples using data from
either all 19 AAE children or from 20% or more of children who participated in the larger LA project.
For language sample transcription, the 1-minute excerpts from the children’s samples that were
used for the listener judgment task were independently transcribed and coded. Then, these transcriptions
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were compared to the original transcriptions. For decisions about utterance boundaries in the four GG
samples, there were 7 (16%) disagreements out of 45 utterances. The mean rate of disagreement per
excerpt was 1.75 (range = 0 – 4). For calculation of MLU, there was no statistical difference between the
mean MLU values of the reliability excerpts (7.15, SD = 2.26) and the original 1-minute excerpts (7.19,
SD = 2.50). The two sets of MLU values were also highly correlated, r = .99, p < .001. For decisions
about utterance boundaries in the 19 AAE samples, there were 16 (6%) disagreements out of 275
utterances. The mean rate of disagreement per excerpt was .84 (range = 0 – 5). For calculation of MLU,
there was no statistical difference between the mean MLU values of the reliability excerpts (8.27, SD =
2.76) and the original 1-minute excerpts (8.26, SD = 2.77). The two sets of MLU values were also highly
correlated, r = .97, p < .001.
To check the reliability of the extraction and coding of the children’s BE forms within the
language samples, both the counts of the children’s BE forms and their coding (e.g., whether the form
reflected IS, ARE, AM, WAS, or WERE; whether the form was contractible vs. uncontractible; whether
the form reflected a copula vs. auxiliary, etc) were evaluated, again using intra-reliability procedures and
data from 4 GG full language samples and inter-reliability procedures and data from all 19 AAE full
samples. For the four GG samples, there were 22 (7%) disagreements (disagreements in counts = 17 &
disagreements in coding = 5) out of 321 productions of BE. The mean rate of disagreement per sample
was 7 (SD = 1.29; range = 5 - 11). For the 19 AAE samples, and inter-reliability procedures and data
from at least 20% of the language samples that were coded as part of the larger LA study (reliability
checked on 89-149 samples, depending on the BE form and year of data collection). For the AAE
samples and using data from 89 - 149 samples from the larger study, there were 393 (6%) disagreements
out of 7,140 productions of BE.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS
Once the data were transcribed and coded, a number of statistical analyses were applied to the
data. Chi-square tests were used to examine differences in the types of BE forms produced by the two
groups of children, ANOVAs were used to assess differences in the rates at which the children overtly
marked BE, and logistic regressions were used to examine the effects of linguistic constraints on the
children’s marking of BE. The following results are presented by task: DELV-ST, elicitation probes, and
language sample.
DELV-ST
Recall that two of the items on the DELV-ST targeted WERE (e.g. They WERE playing), and
five targeted WAS (e.g. It WAS windy) in MAE. For these seven items, the children produced five
different types of BE responses: overt WAS, WAS for WERE, overt WERE, zero WAS and BEEN.
Table 29 shows the frequency of these responses.
Table 29. DEVT-ST: Frequency of BE responses by group.
Group
GG

AAE

WAS
60
3.16
(1.56)
75
3.95
(1.27)

WAS for
WERE
13
.68
(.82)
21
1.11
(.57)

WERE

Zero WAS

9
.47
(.70)
4
.21
(.42)

5
.26
(.56)
2
.11
(.32)

BEEN for
WAS
12
.63
(1.61)
0
.00
(.00)

BEEN for
WERE
0
.00
(.00)
0
.00
(.00)

Visual inspection of the data showed that both the GG and AAE groups produced overt WAS
frequently (75 vs. 60), overt WERE (GG = 9 & AAE = 4) and Zero WAS (GG = 5 & AAE= 2)
infrequently, and some WAS for WERE responses (GG = 13 & AAE = 21). The GG children also
produced 12 nonmainstream BEEN for WAS, whereas the AAE speakers did not produce this type of
nonmainstream response. To examine these data statistically, a series of Chi Square tests were
performed. Results indicated that the two groups differed in the frequency at which they produced WAS
for WERE, X2(2) = 8.89, p < .05, and BEEN, X2(2) = 4.47, p = .03. For the former, the AAE group
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produced a statistically higher number than the GG group, and for the latter, the GG group produced a
statistically higher number than the AAE group.
Two other ways to examine the children’s productions of BE on the DELV-ST was to calculate
the percent of mainstream overt marking and the percent of overt marking for each form. The former
reflects a type of prescriptive measure a speech-language clinician may examine within child language
assessments, whereas the latter reflects a type of descriptive measure a child language researcher may
examine in a study of typical and atypical language development in children. The two calculations are
similar except the latter considers nonmainstream overt forms to be an important indicator of language
aptitude. The percent of mainstream overt marking was calculated by dividing the total number of
mainstream overtly marked forms by the total opportunities for overt marking. The calculations were as
follows:
a) WAS = Overt WAS / (Overt WAS + Zero WAS + BEEN for WAS)
b) WERE = Overt WERE / (Overt WERE + WAS for WERE + ZERO WERE)
The percent of overt marking was calculated by dividing the total number of overtly marked forms (both
mainstream and nonmainstream) by the total opportunities for overt marking. Note that the WAS for
WERE forms shifts from the WERE variable to WAS with this calculation. The calculations were as
follows:
a) WAS = (Overt WAS + WAS for WERE + BEEN for WAS) / (Overt WAS + WAS for WERE
+ BEEN for WAS + Zero WAS)
b) WERE = Overt WERE / (Overt WERE + Zero WERE)
As shown in Table 34, both the GG and AAE children produced high rates of mainstream overt WAS,
regardless of the formula used to calculate the percentage (mainstream overt: GG = 81% & AAE = 94%;
overt: GG = 93% & AAE = 94%). The pattern for WERE was slightly different. For this structure, rates
of mainstream overt marking were low for both groups, with the rate of marking for the GG group higher
than the AAE group (GG = 43% & AAE = 14%). As shown in Table 30, the difference between the two
groups for this measure was tied to the higher frequency of WAS for WERE for the AAE group. A series
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of one-way ANOVAs revealed a significant difference between the GG and AAE groups in only their
rates of mainstream overt marking of WERE, F(1,32) = 4.55, p < .05, partial eta2 = .128. No other
significant differences between the groups were found for the others.
Table 30. DELV-ST: Rate of overtly marked WAS and WERE.
Rate of mainstream overt marking
WAS
WERE
GG
81% (30)
43% (50)
AAE
94% (23)
14% (29)
Rate of overt marking
WAS
WERE
GG
93% (17)
100%
AAE
94% (1)
100%
*Means reported first with standard deviations reported in parentheses.

Elicitation Probes
The children produced five different types of responses during the elicitation probes. For the
IS/ARE probe, these were: Overt for IS and ARE, Zero IS and ARE, IS for ARE, BEEN for IS, and nonscoreable. For the WAS/WERE probe, these were: Overt WAS and WERE, Zero WAS and WERE,
WAS for WERE, BEEN for WAS and WERE, and non-scoreable. Table 31 presents the frequency
counts and average number (standard deviation) of each form for each group.
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Table 31. Probes: Frequency counts of BE (IS, ARE, WAS, WERE) by group.
Overt IS

IS for ARE

BEEN for IS

Zero IS

NS IS

114
6.00
(2.77)

11
.58
(1.74)

1
.05
(.23)

37
1.95
(2.57)

3
.16
(.38)

84
4.42
(3.31)

11
.58
(1.45)

0
0
(.00)

36
1.89
(2.62)

23
1.21
(2.04)

Overt ARE

ARE for IS

BEEN for ARE

Zero ARE

NS ARE

86
4.53
(3.17)

1
.05
(.23)

0
0
(.00)

48
2.53
(3.04)

3
.16
(.50)

64
3.37
(3.15)

9
.47
(1.43)

0
0
(.00)

61
3.21
(3.12)

16
.84
(1.21)

Overt WAS

WAS for WERE

BEEN for WAS

Zero WAS

NS WAS

92
4.84
(3.42)

31
1.63
(2.48)

4
.21
(.71)

45
2.37
(3.10)

8
.42
(.77)

118
6.21
(2.59)

100
5.26
(2.90)

0
0
(.00)

11
.58
(1.64)

21
1.11
(1.91)

Overt WERE

WERE for WAS

BEEN for WERE

Zero WERE

NS WERE

63
3.32
(3.66)

3
.16
(.50)

3
.16
(.50)

46
2.42
(3.19)

9
.47
(.96)

7
.37
(1.38)

21
1.11
(2.33)

GG
Sum
Mean

AAE
Sum
Mean
SD

GG
Sum
Mean

AAE
Sum
Mean
SD

GG
Sum
Mean

AAE
Sum
Mean
SD

GG
Sum
Mean

AAE
Sum
23
3
0
Mean
1.21
.16
0
SD
(1.87)
(.38)
(.00)
*Means reported first with standard deviations reported in parentheses.

To make sense of the data in table 31, Chi Square analyses were completed to identify group
differences in the children’s responses on the probes, and only those differences that were statistically
significant are highlighted here. Specifically, the GG group produced more overt WERE than the AA
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group (GG = 63 vs. AAE = 23), X2(2) = 17.05, p < .05, whereas the AAE group produced more WAS for
WERE and more non-scoreable ARE responses than the GG group (WAS for WERE: AAE = 100 vs. GG
= 31), X2(2) = 19.70, p < .05; (non-scoreable ARE: AAE = 16 vs. GG = 3), X2(2) = 8.30, p < .05.
The GG group also produced more zero WAS (45 vs. 11), zero WERE (46 vs. 7) and BEEN for
WAS or WERE or IS (8 vs. 0) than the AAE group. Recall from the literature review that zero WAS,
zero WERE, and BEEN for WAS and WERE (but not IS) have been documented in adult GG but not
adult and child AAE. When examined individually, differences between the groups in their production of
these forms were not statistically significant. However, when the frequencies of these three types of
responses were combined (GG = 99 vs. 18), the group difference was significant, X2(2) = 17.39, p < .05.
Using data from Table 31, I also calculated the percent of overt marking for each BE form of
interest. For this analysis, I calculated only the percent of overt marking, including only mainstream
forms as overt because this is the most relevant measure for the field of child language research. Recall
that the adult and child AAE literature describes WAS and WERE forms as being overtly marked at
similar rates. To check whether this was true of the current data, a 2 (group: GG vs. AAE) by 2 (BE
form: WAS vs. WERE) ANOVA was calculated. Results showed no group effects or interactions
between group and BE form for rates of overt marking. For this reason, I collapsed the WAS and WERE
forms into one WAS/WERE variable to calculate the percent of overt marking.
Table 32 presents the percent of overt marking for IS, ARE and WAS/WERE by group. To
calculate these percentages, I divided the total number of overtly marked forms by the total opportunities
for overt marking considering only mainstream overt marking. The formulas for these calculations were
as follows:
a) IS = (Overt IS) / (Overt IS + Zero IS)
b) ARE = (Overt ARE) / (Overt ARE + Zero ARE)
c) WAS = (Overt WAS) / (Overt WAS + Zero WAS)
d) WERE = (Overt WERE) / (Overt WERE + Zero WERE)
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Table 32. Probes: Rate of overt marking by group.
IS

ARE

WAS and WERE

GG

75% (33)

64% (39)

63% (44)

AAE

65% (42)

49% (43)

88% (29)

*Means reported first with standard deviations reported in parentheses.

To explore the differences in the children’s percent of overt marking of these forms, a 2 (group)
by 3 (verb) ANOVA was run. Results revealed a significant main effect for verb, F(2, 68) = 3.92, p <
.05, partial eta 2 = .103. This main effect was qualified by a significant verb by group interaction, F(2, 68)
= 4.21, p < .05, partial eta2 = .110. To follow-up the interaction, a series of ANOVAs were
completed. First, two within subjects ANOVAs were completed to examine the effect of verb (IS vs.
ARE vs. WAS/WERE) for each dialect group. Then, three between subjects ANOVAs were completed to
examine the effect of group (GG vs. AAE) for each verb. The within subjects ANOVAs indicated that
the verb effect was limited to the AAE group, F(2,34) = 7.24, p < .05, partial eta2 = .299 For this group,
pair-wise comparisons with Least Significance Difference indicated that rates of overtly marked IS and
ARE were significantly lower than rates of overtly marked WAS/WERE (65% & 49% vs. 88%). In
addition, the between subject ANOVA indicated that there was a marginal effect for group (GG < AAE)
for rates of overtly marked WAS/WERE (GG 63% vs. AAE 88%), F(1,36) = 4.02, p = .052, partial eta2 =
.100. For IS and ARE, a difference between the two groups was not observed.
Recall that in chapter 2, literature was reviewed that showed certain linguistic constraints to affect
the production of BE (AM vs. IS vs. ARE vs. WAS/WERE) in AAE and GG. These constraints include:
Person, number, and tense of the BE form (AM, IS, ARE, WAS/WERE), preceding context (it/that/what,
noun phrase, pronoun, no subject), contractibility (contractible vs. uncontractible), and grammatical
context (copula vs. auxiliary). For the elicitation probe data, two of these constraints (person, number,
and tense and preceding context -- including noun phrase, pronoun, and no subject only) could be
considered for examination. As it turned out and as will be evident, low numbers of BE contexts for
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made statistical analyses of these constraints inappropriate. Given this, the probe data related to these two
constraints are described but not analyzed statistically.
Table 33 presents the frequency of preceding context for IS, ARE, and WAS/WERE by group.
Results showed that for IS and ARE, both groups used a pronoun (n = 513) most frequently as the
preceding context followed by no subject (n = 10) and noun phrase (n = 6). For the verbs WAS/WERE,
both groups also used pronouns (n = 345) most frequently as the preceding context, with noun phrases (n
= 46) and no subject (n = 14) contexts used less frequently.
Table 33. Probes: Frequency of marking (IS, ARE, WAS/WERE) by preceding context and group.
GG

AAE

Total

Pronoun
Noun Phrase
No Subject

147
1
3

117
1
2

263
2
5

Pronoun
Noun Phrase
No Subject
WAS/WERE
Pronoun
Noun Phrase
No Subject

131
1
2

119
3
3

250
4
5

224
21
1

121
25
13

345
46
14

IS

ARE

Table 34 presents the percent overt marking for each BE form and preceding context by group.
Results showed variable overt marking for IS and WAS/WERE by the GG group for each preceding
context, with the AAE group showing near categorical overt marking for IS and WAS/WERE when
preceded by noun phrase and no subject and variable marking when preceded by a pronoun. However,
overt marking for ARE by preceding context by the AAE group mirrored the variable pattern of overt
marking by the GG group. Due to the low frequency of tokens for the noun phrase and no subject
preceding contexts an ANOVA could not be run for these data. It is also important to not over-interpret
the findings from the preceding context because of the low frequency of no subject and noun phrase
contexts, especially since all but 16 of these contexts came from the WAS/WERE items.
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Table 34. Probes: Rate of overt marking by preceding context, verb, and group.
GG

AAE

Total

75%
(33)
100%
(00)
25%
(35)

65%
(42)
100%
(00)
100%
(00)

70%
(39)
100%
(00)
50%
(50)

64%
(39)
100%
(00)
50%
(71)

49%
(43)
50%
(71)
100%
(00)

56%
(41)
67%
(58)
67%
(58)

IS
Pronoun
Noun Phrase
No Subject
ARE
Pronoun
Noun Phrase
No Subject
WAS/WERE
Pronoun

64%
86%
(44)
(31)
Noun Phrase
25%
100%
(46)
(00)
No Subject
100%
100%
(00)
(00)
*Means reported first with standard deviations reported in parentheses.

74%
(39)
60%
(51)
100%
(00)

Table 35 shows proportion and frequency data for the linguistic constraints person, number, tense and
preceding context. Again, due to the low frequency of noun phrase and no subject preceding contexts a
logistic regression analysis could not be run. Overall the AAE group showed a higher proportion of overt
marking (72%) than the GG group (67%). The proportion data for person, number, tense also revealed
that the GG group showed a pattern of overt marking most frequently for IS followed by ARE and
WAS/WERE (75% > 64% > 63%). The AAE group showed the opposite pattern; overtly marking most
frequently for WAS/WERE followed by IS and ARE (89% > 70% > 51%). The constraint of preceding
context also revealed mixed patterns of overt marking for the groups; however, as mentioned earlier, there
were extremely low numbers of no subject and noun phrase contexts, and all but 16 of these came from
the WAS/WERE items.
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Table 35. Probes: Frequency and proportion of overt BE by group.
GG
Overall rates
Verb
IS
ARE
WAS/WERE
Context
Pronoun
Noun Phrase
No Subject

AAE

%
67

N
531

%
72

N
404

75
64
63

151
134
246

70
51
89

120
125
159

69
22
50

502
23
6

68
97
100

357
29
18

Language Samples
The original intent was to analyze the language sample data in the same way as the DELV-ST
and probe data. However, samples elicit language that is far less restricted than the DELV-ST and
probes. Given this, the language sample data had to be coded based on what the children produced within
their samples. Also, recall in the methods that there are multiple ways in which BE is produced in GG
and AAE, including BIN, bin, and BEEN. During the coding of the language samples, two additional
been forms emerged that have not been previously documented. These forms were: Been for WENT (e.g.
I been to the hospital just now. ‘I went to the hospital just now.’), and DID BIN (e.g. Well, I DID BIN on
a car trip. ‘I have been on a car trip’). These forms encode meanings that represent variations of BIN
rather than serving as a copula or auxiliary BE. Table 36 presents the different BEEN forms and their
frequencies within the language samples by group.
As shown in Table 36, the GG group produced more BIN, bin, and BEEN (122) than the AAE
group (18). The GG group produced more BEEN for WAS/WERE (n = 61) than any other BEEN
structure, while the AAE group produced more past perfect BIN (n = 16). Although the frequency of
BIN, Bin, DID BIN and BIN for WENT are reported in Table 36, these productions were excluded from
further analysis because they do not represent productions of copula or auxiliary BE.
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Table 36. Language sample: Frequency of different forms of BEEN.

BEEN
BINstat
BINhab
BINcomp
bin past perfect
Did BIN
BIN for WENT
Total

GG
61
0
0
0
41
7
13
122

AAE
0
0
2
0
16
0
0
18

As shown in Table 37, the children produced many different types of copula and auxiliary BE
structures within their language samples. To make sense of these data, the children’s productions are
grouped as mainstream overt forms, zero forms, and nonmainstream overt forms. As can be seen, both
groups produced many overtly marked mainstream forms and zero marked forms within the language
samples. Although the GG group produced slightly more overt WAS/WERE than the AAE group (366
vs. 265), and the AAE group produced slightly more overt AM and zero ARE than the GG group (overt
AM: 79 vs. 63; zero ARE: 140 vs. 76), these group differences were not statistically significant.
Within the language samples, the children also produced several nonmainstream forms of BE that
have been documented in the adult Gullah and/or adult and child AAE literature. These forms included:
IS for ARE, WAS for WERE, BEEN, and də. For these nonmainstream overt forms, the AAE group
produced more IS for ARE and WAS for WERE than the GG group (IS for ARE: AAE = 19 vs. GG 3;
WAS for WERE: AAE = 31 vs. GG = 24), and the GG group produced 61 BEEN forms and four də for
IS forms, whereas the AAE group did not produce any of these forms. For these different nonmainstream
overtly marked forms, only the GG and AAE groups’ use of BEEN led to a statistical difference, X2(6, N
= 38) = 13.57, p < .05.
Finally, both groups produced low frequencies of WERE for WAS and ARE for IS (GG = 3;
AAE = 6). Neither of these types of BE forms have been documented for adult GG and/or adult and child
AAE. Both groups also produced the form I’MA (GG = 12 vs. AAE = 25), which is a contraction of the
phrase ‘I am going to’. Recall that I’MA is well attested in adult and child AAE. Nevertheless, given
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that the nature of the auxiliary BE marking within contracted I’MA contexts is ambiguous (i.e., it is not
clear if the contracted form involves an overtly marked or zero marked auxiliary), these forms were
excluded from the remaining analyses.
Table 37. Language sample: Frequency of BE contexts.

AM
IS
ARE
WAS/WERE
Zero AM
Zero IS
Zero ARE
Zero WAS/WERE
IS for ARE
WAS for WERE
BEEN
də
ARE for IS
WERE for WAS
I’MA
Total BE contexts
Complete and Intelligible
utterances

GG
AAE
Mainstream overt forms
63
79
415
436
51
62
366
265
Zero forms
36
7
138
340
76
140
20
15
Nonmainstream overt forms
3
19
24
31
61
0
4
0
1
5
2
1
12
25
1272
1425
4508
4431

Total
142
851
113
631
43
478
216
35
22
55
61
4
6
3
37
2697
8939

To further explore these data and to align the analyses to those reported for the DELV-ST and
probes, the percent of overt marking for IS, ARE, WAS/WERE and AM was calculated (see Table 38).
To calculate these percentages, I divided the total number of mainstream overtly marked forms by the
total opportunities for mainstream overt marking. The formulas for these calculations were as follows:

a) AM = (Overt AM) / (Overt AM + Zero AM)
b) IS = (Overt IS) / (Overt IS + Zero IS)
c) ARE = (Overt ARE) / (Overt ARE + Zero ARE)
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d) WAS/WERE = (Overt WAS + Overt WERE) / (Overt WAS + Overt WERE + Zero WAS +
Zero WERE)
Table 38. Language sample: Percent of overt marking.
GG
AAE
AM
69% (36)
91% (25)
IS
76% (18)
52% (27)
ARE
48% (41)
31% (30)
WAS/WERE
88% (23)
95% (7)
*Means reported first with standard deviations reported in parentheses.

Total
79% (33)
64% (26)
39% (36)
92% (17)

To analyze these data, a 2 (group) by 4 (verb) ANOVA was run to determine if there were any
significant difference in rates of overt marking by these variables. Results showed a significant main
effect for verb, F(3, 96) = 36.15, p < .05, partial eta2 = .530 that was qualified by a significant verb by
group interaction, F(3, 96) = 8.05, p < .05, partial eta2 = .201.
To follow-up the interaction, a series of ANOVAs were completed. First, two within subjects
ANOVAs were completed to examine the effect of verb (AM vs. IS vs. ARE vs. WAS/WERE) for each
group. Then, four between subjects ANOVAs were completed to examine the effect of group (GG vs.
AAE) for each verb. The within subjects ANOVAs indicated that the verb effect held for both the GG
group, F(3,51) = 11.40, p < .05, partial eta2 = .401 and the AAE group, F(3,45) = 32.12, p < .05, partial
eta2 = .682. However, the order from highest to lowest rates of overt marking differed between the two
groups. For the GG group, the order was WAS/WERE, IS, AM > ARE, and for the AAE group, the order
was WAS/WERE, AM, IS > ARE. Pair-wise comparisons with Least Significance Difference indicated
that both groups showed significant differences between all of the forms and ARE (WAS/WERE, AM, IS
> ARE). The GG group also overtly marked WAS/WERE at higher rates than AM and the AAE group
overtly marked WAS/WERE and AM at higher rates than IS. The between subjects ANOVA indicated a
significant difference in overt marking for IS, F(1,32) = 11.01, p <.05, partial eta2 = .256 and AM,
F(1,32) = 4.36, p < .05, partial eta2 = .120 Such that, the GG group (76%) overtly marked IS at higher
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rates than the AAE group (52%) and the AAE group (91%) overtly marked AM at higher rates than the
GG group (69%).
Next, I examined the effect of contractibility on the GG and AAE groups’ overt marking of BE.
Table 39 presents the frequencies of the contractible and uncontractible contexts for AM, IS, ARE, and
WAS/WERE by group. As can be seen, the children produced AM in only contractible contexts and
WAS/WERE in only uncontractible contexts. The finding for WAS/WERE was expected because these
particular forms cannot be contracted. The finding for AM is also not unsurprising because
uncontractible contexts for AM are rare in child speech (Hadley & Rice, 1996; Newkirk et al., 2014).
Given the categorical nature of the AM and WAS/WERE data, analysis of contractibility by group was
completed for IS and ARE only. Additionally, only mainstream overt and zero forms were included in the
calculation for rate of contractibility. Table 40 presents rates of BE contexts by contractibility using the
formulae:
a) Contractible Overt / (Contractible Overt + Contractible Zero)
b) Uncontractible Overt/ (Uncontractible Overt + Contractible Zero)
Table 39. Frequency of BE contexts by verb, contractibility, and group.
Contractible

Uncontractible

AM
IS
ARE
WAS/WERE

99
469
78
[]

[]
84
49
386

AM
IS
ARE
WAS/WERE

86
654
134
[]

[]
122
68
280

GG

AAE

77

Table 40. Language sample: Rate of overt marking by verb, contractibility, and group.
Contractible

Uncontractible

IS
ARE

78% (16)
42% (43)

41% (35)
51% (44)

IS

53% (27)

24% (27)

GG

AAE
ARE
24% (32)
*Means reported first with standard deviations reported in parentheses.

34% (40)

To analyze these data, a 2 (group) by 2 (verb) by 2 (contractibility) ANOVA was run. Results
revealed a significant contractibility by verb interaction, F(1, 28) = 33.98, p < .05, partial eta2 = .548. To
follow up the interaction a series of ANOVAs were run. First, two repeated measure ANOVAs were run
that examined contractible vs. uncontractible contexts for IS and then for ARE. Significant results for
contractibility were found for IS but not ARE, F(1,36) = 77.67, p < .05, partial eta2 = .683, with higher
rates of IS marking for contractible than uncontractible contexts (78% & 53% vs. 41% & 24%). Next,
two repeated measure ANOVAs were run to compare rates of overt marking in contractible IS vs. ARE
contexts and then rates of overt marking in uncontractible IS vs. ARE contexts. Results were significant
for contractible contexts only, F(1,35) = 35.45, p < .05, partial eta2 = .503, with rates of overt marking
higher for contractible IS vs ARE contexts (65%, SD = 25 vs. 38%, SD = 38).
Finally, I examined the effect of grammatical context on the GG and AAE groups’ overt marking
of BE. For this analysis, only mainstream overt and zero verb forms (AM, IS, ARE, WAS/WERE) were
included in the analysis. Table 41 presents the frequency of the children’s BE forms by grammatical
context, and table 42 presents the percent of overt marking using the formulae:
a) Overt Copula / (Overt Copula + Zero Copula)
b) Overt Auxiliary / (Overt Auxiliary + Zero Auxiliary)
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Table 41. Language sample: Frequency of BE contexts by grammatical context, verb, and group.
Copula

Auxiliary

AM

39

60

IS

450

103

ARE

68

59

WAS/WERE

234

152

AM

27

59

IS

561

215

ARE

82

120

WAS/WERE

149

131

GG

AAE

Table 42. Language sample: Rate of overt marking by grammatical context, verb, and group.
Copula

Auxiliary

49% (48)
77% (24)
51% (42)
92% (14)
82% (13)

74% (34)
61% (36)
43% (42)
90% (25)
73% (25)

GG
AM
IS
ARE
WAS/WERE
Total
AAE
AM
89% (29)
IS
56% (32)
ARE
48% (42)
WAS/WERE
99% (03)
Total
66% (20)
*Means reported first with standard deviations reported in parentheses.

91% (25)
42% (29)
23% (33)
91% (15)
55% (21)

To analyze these data, a 2 (group) by 2 (grammatical context) by 4 (verb) ANOVA was run.
After a Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied due to a violation of sphericity (p < .05), results
revealed a significant main effect for verb, F(1.83, 31.14) = 10.92, p < .05, partial eta2 = .391, and a
significant grammatical context by group interaction, F(1,17) = 10.29, p < .05, partial eta2 = .377. The
main effect for verb was redundant with the verb effect that was found for the earlier analysis of
contractibility. That is, the GG groups’ rates of overt marking patterned from highest to lowest rates of
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marking as WAS/WERE, IS, AM > ARE, and AAE groups’ rates of overt marking patterned from highest
rates of marking to lowest rates, as WAS/WERE, AM, IS > ARE.
To follow-up the grammatical context by group interaction, two ANOVAs were completed. First,
two within subject ANOVAs were completed to examine the effect of grammatical context (copula vs.
auxiliary) for each group. Then, two between subject ANOVAs were completed to examine the effect of
group (GG vs. AAE) for each grammatical context. The within subjects ANOVA indicated that the
grammatical context effect held for both the GG F(1,18) = 4.92, p < .05, partial eta2 = .215 and the AAE
groups F(1,18) = 4.51, p < .05, partial eta2 = .20. For both, pair-wise comparisons with Least Significance
Difference indicated that rates of overt marking were higher in copula contexts (GG = 82%; AAE = 66%)
than auxiliary contexts (GG = 73% vs. AAE = 55%). In addition, the between subject ANOVAs
indicated that there was a significant effect for group in both copula contexts, (GG = 82% > AAE =
66%); F(1, 38) = 8.70, p < .05, partial eta2 = .195, and auxiliary contexts; (GG = 73% > AAE = 55%);
F(1,38) = 5.77, p < .05, partial eta2 = .138.
The language sample data for overt marking was further examined using logistic regression. The
regression approach used for this study followed work by Roy et al. (2013) where statistical significance
was assessed on each individual constraint (i.e., person, number tense = one constraint and preceding
context = one constraint), and the factor weights for the constraints represent the likelihood of overt
marking of BE. Factor weights above .50 favor overt marking of BE, and weights below .50 disfavor
overt marking. For this analysis, we also must consider the range, which represents the size or the
magnitude of the effects. Using guidelines outlined in Horvath and Horvath (2003), < 10 is a weak effect,
10-30 is a moderate effect, 30-50 represents a strong effect, and > 50 indicates a very strong effect.
For this regression analysis, the following constraints were examined: person, number, and tense,
contractibility, grammatical context, and preceding context, and for preceding context only it/that/what
contexts, noun phrase contexts, and pronoun contexts were included. The preceding contexts that
involved no subjects were excluded from the regression due to a small number (N = 29) of observed
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tokens. The no subject contexts were removed because there was not enough data to verify the
significance of its effect on overt marking.
Table 43 shows the logistic regression for overt BE in the language sample by group. Overall, the
factor weights indicated that the AAE group favored overt marking (factor weight = .55) while the GG
group disfavored overt marking (factor weight = .45). Person, number, and tense as a constraint reached
statistical significance for both the GG group, X2(3) =76.62, p < .05, and the AAE group, X2(3) = 181.49,
p < .05, and the range of the weights indicated that this constraint exerted a very strong effect on marking
for both groups. The factor weights also indicated that manipulations of this constraint led to different
patterns of favoring for overt making for the groups. Specifically, factor weights for the GG group
showed that WAS/WERE (factor weight = .82) favored overt marking while AM (factor weight = .48), IS
(factor weight = .42) and ARE (factor weight = .22) disfavored overt marking. In contrast, factor weights
for the AAE group indicated that AM and WAS/WERE favored overt marking (factor weights = .85 and
.85) and IS and ARE disfavored overt marking (factor weights = .17 and .13).
Preceding context reached statistical significance for both the GG group, X2(2) = 75.63, p < .05,
and the AAE group, X2(2) = 121.59, p < .05, and the range of the weights indicated that this constraint
exerted a very strong effect on marking for both groups. The factor weights indicated that for both groups
overt marking was favored for it/what/that preceding contexts (factor weights = .84 & .79) and disfavored
for the others, with noun phrase contexts (factor weights = .37 & .41) yielding higher rates of overt
marking than pronoun contexts (factor weights = .25 & .27).
The constraint of contractibility reached statistical significance for the group, GG, X2(1) = 7.52,
p < .05 but not the AAE group, and the range of the weights indicated that this constraint exerted a
moderate effect on marking for the GG group. For the GG group, uncontractible contexts (factor weight
= .58) favored overt marking of BE and contractible contexts (factor weights = .42) disfavored it. For the
AAE group, neither contractible nor uncontractible contexts favored or disfavored overt marking (factor
weight = .50).
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Grammatical context reached statistical significance for the AAE, X2(1) = 25.47, p < .05, but not
the GG group, and the range of the factor weights indicate that the constraint exerted a moderate effect on
marking for the AAE group. The factor weights for both groups indicated that overt marking was
preferred in copula contexts (factor weights = .52 & .60) while auxiliary contexts disfavored overt
marking (factor weights = .48 & .40), although as just mentioned, the statistical significance of this
constraint for the GG group was not statistically significant.
Table 43. Language sample regression.

Overall rates
Verb
AM
IS
ARE
WAS/WERE
Range
Context
Pronoun
Noun Phrase
It, That, What
Range
Contractibility
Contractible
Uncontractible
Range
Grammatical Context
Copula
Auxiliary
Range

GG
%
77

N
1150

FW
.55

.48
.42
.22
.82
60

64
75
39
95

99
541
127
383

.25
.37
.84
59

66
78
95

.42
.58
16
.52
.48
4

FW
.45

AAE
%
62

N
1333

.85
.17
.13
.85
72

92
56
29
95

86
769
198
280

568
276
306

.27
.41
.79
52

50
64
89

727
274
332

68
88

644
506

.50
.50
0

56
74

869
464

78
73

767
383

.60
.40
20

69
52

810
523

82

CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was to document the BE system of AA children with GG heritage who
live in areas where GG is spoken and to compare the data to the BE system of a group of AA children
without this heritage and to what has been documented for adult Gullah and adult and child AAE. By
doing this, I wanted to determine if the BE system of AA children with GG heritage is consistent with
adult Gullah, adult and child AAE, or something unique to the AA children with GG heritage. As
discussed in Chapter 2, this study was motivated by the lack of information available on the production of
BE in GG-speaking children. Information that is currently available on the production of BE includes
elderly adult speakers of Gullah and adult and child speakers of AAE.
Summary of Findings Related to Describing the BE System of GG Children
The first three research questions focused on the GG children. The first of these three was, What
types of BE forms are produced by GG children? Results showed that the GG children produced eight
BE forms (IS, ARE, WAS, WERE, AM, I’MA, BEEN, and də), which served as either a copula or
auxiliary, and all of these except I’MA were analyzed within this study. The forms IS, ARE, WAS,
WERE, AM and BEEN were produced by the GG children when they responded to items on the DELVST and the elicitation probes, and when they engaged in free play with an adult examiner during the
elicitation of the language samples. The form də also was produced in the language samples but not on
the DELV-ST or elicitation probes.
The second research question was, At what rates are the various forms of BE produced by GG
children? The BE forms were produced at various rates depending on the BE form and task. Recall that
only WAS and WERE were elicited on all three tasks, and these forms were combined for two of the
tasks because they were overtly marked at similar rates. On the DELV-ST, the GG children produced
overt forms of WAS and WERE more often than zero forms, and they also produced 12 BEEN forms and
a number of WAS for WERE forms. Recall also that the GG children’s nonmainstream productions of
BEEN and WAS for WERE impacted rates of overt marking. Specifically, the prescriptive approach led
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to low rates of marking because the children were penalized for producing nonmainstream forms, while
the descriptive approach led to high rates of overt marking. Nevertheless, the children’s overt marking of
WAS and WERE, were higher on the DELV-ST than on the probes and language samples (DELV-ST
WAS 93%, WERE 100%; probe WAS/WERE = 63%, and sample WAS/WERE = 88%). For IS, the
probe and samples led to similar levels of optional marking (75% and 76%, respectively), and for ARE,
rates of overt marking were higher on the probe than in the samples (64% and 48%, respectively).
Finally, the form AM was elicited within the language samples only, and this form was overtly marked at
a low rate (69%) within this context. It was also in the language samples that the GG children produced
61 BEEN forms, four də forms, and 12 I’MA forms. These findings are consistent with other studies such
as Garrity and Oetting (2010) that have shown informal tasks, such as language samples, to lead to higher
rates of nonmainstream dialect forms than more formal tasks such as the DELV-ST, which is a
standardized language screener.
The third question was, What linguistic constraints influence the BE productions of GG children?
Three of the four linguistic constraints examined within this study were found to influence the GG
children’s overt marking of BE, and the consistency and magnitude of the influence varied as a function
of the constraint. Recall that the linguistic constraints were: 1) person, number, tense, 2) contractibility,
3) grammatical context, and 4) preceding context, and only the language sample data could be used to
examine these constraints statistically. Recall also that a logistic regression could not be run for the probe
data due to low frequency of tokens of noun phrase and no subject contexts.
Results for these constraints were as follows. The person, number, tense constraint was
statistically significant, and the direction of the effect showed that overt marking by the GG children was
favored for WAS/WERE and disfavored for AM, IS and ARE. The preceding context constraint was also
statistically significant, with the GG children favoring overt marking with it, what, that contexts and
disfavoring overt marking with noun phrase and pronoun contexts (and with rates of marking higher for
noun phrase contexts than pronoun preceding contexts). Contractibility also reached statistical
significance showing that the GG children favored overt marking in uncontractible contexts and
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disfavored overt marking in contractible contexts. Grammatical context did not reach statistical
significance for the GG children. However, the factor weights indicated that the overt marking was
favored for copula context and disfavored for auxiliary contexts. The four linguistic constraints also
differed in the strength of their effects on the GG children’s overt marking. Person, number, tense and
preceding context exerted very strong effects on the children’s overt marking of BE, contractibility had a
moderate effect, and grammatical context had a weak (i.e., negligible) effect.
Summary of Findings Comparing Child GG to Adult Gullah and Adult AAE
The next three questions I asked allowed me to compare the BE system of GG children to
previous studies of the BE system in adult Gullah and adult AAE. The first question was, Are the types of
BE forms produced by GG children consistent with those documented for adult Gullah and/or adult AAE?
Table 44 presents a comparison of the BE system that was documented for the GG children studied here
to the BE system of previous adult studies. As before, MAE is also included in this table for comparison
purposes. As can be seen, when the data from the three tasks are considered together, the GG children
produced some forms of BE that are consistent with Gullah and inconsistent with AAE and MAE. These
Gullah patterns of BE use included optional marking of all BE forms (IS, ARE, WAS/WERE, and AM)
and the production of 81 BEEN forms and də for IS. All of these patterns of BE use have been
documented in adult Gullah and not AAE. Stewart (1969) presented evidence of an evolution away from
the use of də in Gullah. My results align with Stewart’s finding, as only one child produced four də
structures during the language sample.
Recall from the literature review that some aspects of adult Gullah and adult AAE have been
documented to be the same. As is also shown in Table 44, patterns of BE use that are shared by Gullah
and AAE include optional marking of IS and ARE, with rates of overt marking higher for IS than ARE,
and the use of WAS for WERE, and I’MA. The GG children studied here also produced these same
patterns of BE use. These findings indicate that the GG children studied here, while producing some BE
forms that are unique to Gullah, produced many BE forms that are shared by adult Gullah and adult AAE.
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Table 44. Optionality of BE marking in Gullah, child GG and adult AAE.
BE form
Child GG
Adult Gullah
IS
Optional
Optional
ARE
Optional
Optional
WAS/WERE
Optional
Optional
AM
Optional
Optional
BEEN (WAS/WERE)
Optional
Optional
də
Optional
Optional
WAS for WERE
Optional
Optional
I’MA
Optional
Optional
* [] Indicates that the form was not produced.

Adult AAE
Optional
Optional
Obligatory
Obligatory
[]
[]
Optional
Optional

Adult MAE
Obligatory
Obligatory
Obligatory
Obligatory
[]
[]
[]
[]

The second question was, Are the rates of BE forms produced by GG children consistent with
those documented for adult Gullah and/or adult AAE? The GG children produced rates of overt marking
for AM, WAS, and WERE that were similar to what has been documented for adult Gullah and unlike
adult AAE. Unlike the near categorical (>90%) marking of AM, WAS and WERE that is documented for
adult AAE, the child GG speakers produced low rates of overtly marked WAS/WERE in the probe (63%)
and language sample (88%) and low rates (69%) of AM in the language sample.
Interesting comparisons also can be made between the GG children’s production of BE and the
data presented in Turner’s (1949) and Weldon (2003a, b). Recall, that I analyzed transcripts of two adult
speakers from Turner’s work. These transcripts included the following BE forms: IS, ARE, WAS,
WERE, BEEN for WAS/WERE, and də. These same forms were produced by the GG children studied
here. In addition, across the two Gullah speakers 42 (29%) of their 145 utterances included a copula or
auxiliary BE context. The GG children’s proportion (28%) of copula and auxiliary BE contexts within the
language sample (i.e., 1272 BE contexts / 4508 utterances) parallels what was found for the adult Gullah
speakers.
Secondly, Table 45 shows the rates of overt marking by the GG children studied here and the
participants studied by Turner (1949) and Weldon (2003a, b). As can be seen, the GG children overtly
marked AM at a slightly higher rate than Weldon’s (2003a) participants (69% vs. 53%). For IS, we also
see a higher rate of overt marking by the GG children studied here than by Weldon’s participants (76%
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vs. 51%). The rate of marking for Weldon’s participants was closer to the rate of marking for Turner
(46%) although both Weldon and the GG group produced higher rates of overt marking when compared
to Turner’s Rosina (51% & 76% vs. 46%). Both Weldon and the GG groups showed the lowest rates of
overt marking for ARE (25% & 48%) when compared to AM and IS. The rate of overt marking for
WAS/WERE was similar for Turner’s participants (82%) and the GG children from the current study
(88%). Use of də also appears to have evolved across the generations (as Stewart concluded in 1969),
because only one child out of 19 GG children produced this form four times.
Table 45. Comparison of overt marking: Child GG and adult Gullah.

AM
IS
ARE
WAS/WERE
BEEN
də

Turner (Rosina &
Diana)
n/a
46%
n/a
82%
71%
40%

Weldon

Berry

53%
51%
25%
[]
[]
[]

69%
76%
48%
89%
12%
.6%

To explore the use of copula and auxiliary BEEN across generations, three rates were computed.
They were: 1) The number of speakers who produced BEEN; 2) Rate of BEEN from total utterances
produced; and 3) The proportion of BEEN from all BE contexts produced (overt, zero, də, I’MA, WAS
for WERE). Table 46 presents the rate of BEEN for the generational comparison. For the first rate
estimate, the percent of speakers that produced BEEN was calculated by dividing the number of speakers
who produced BEEN (Turner = 2 & GG = 10) by the total number of speakers (Turner = 2 & GG = 19).
Whereas 100% (2/2) of Turner’s participants produced BEEN, only 53% (10/19) of the GG children
produced BEEN. Next, the rate of BEEN was calculated by dividing the number of BEEN structures
produced (Turner = 12 & GG = 61) by the total number of utterances produced (Turner = 145 & GG =
4,508). Turner’s participants produced a higher rate of BEEN (8%) than the GG children (1%). Finally, I
examined the proportion of BEEN that was produced by each group. The proportion was calculated by
dividing the total BEEN structures (Turner = 12 & GG = 61) produced by the total BE contexts produced
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(Turner = 42 & GG = 1,272). Turner’s participants produced a higher proportion of BEEN (29%) than
the GG children (5%).
Table 46. Across generation BEEN comparison.

Child GG
Turner (1949)

Number of speakers
53%
100%

Rate of BEEN
1%
8%

Proportion of BEEN
5%
29%

Together, these findings indicate that although the GG children produced some of the same
nonmainstream forms as Turner and Weldon’s adult Gullah speakers, the use of zero marking, BEEN, and
other nonmainstream forms of BE have evolved and changed across different generations of Gullah
speakers. Moreover, this evolution is best characterized as decreased use (as measured by number of
speakers and rates of use) of nonmainstream Gullah patterns of BE across these generations.
The third question was, Are the linguistic constraints that influence the BE marking of GG
children consistent with those documented for adult Gullah and/or adult AAE? Table 47 presents a
comparison of the findings for the linguistic constraints that have been studied across the different
literatures. These constraints include: person, number and tense, grammatical context, contractibility, and
preceding context. Results showed that the constraint of person, number, tense led to the following
patterns of overt marking, from highest to lowest, for the GG children: WAS/WERE > IS > AM > ARE.
This pattern of marking is not consistent with the patterns documented for adult AAE or Gullah. The GG
children’s pattern of overt marking showed higher rates of overt marking for IS than AM which differs
from rates of overt marking being higher for AM than IS for adult AAE and Gullah. Weldon (2003a)
shows similar rates of overt marking for AM and IS (53% and 51%, respectively)7 in adult Gullah. In
comparison to adult Gullah and adult AAE, child GG seems most consistent with adult Gullah, with rates
of overtly marked AM and IS from the samples averaging 69% and 76% (as shown in Table 38), and with
proportions of overt marking equaling 64% and 75% (as shown in Table 43).
The GG children’s overt marking by grammatical context favored copula versus auxiliary
contexts. This pattern of overt marking is consistent with patterns documented for both adult Gullah and
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AAE. Although contractibility as a constraint was not statistically significant for the GG children, the
direction of the findings, with higher rates of overt marking for uncontractbile than contractible contexts,
also aligns with the adult Gullah and AAE literature. Finally, for preceding context, the GG children’s
findings were generally consistent with findings from adult Gullah and AAE. The GG children preferred
overt marking in it, what, that contexts followed by noun phrase and then pronoun contexts. Adult Gullah
and AAE show high rates of overt marking for it, what, that and higher rates of overt marking for noun
phrase than for pronoun contexts. Taken together, these results provide evidence that the GG children’s
overt marking of BE was constrained in many similar ways as is adult Gullah and AAE, with the only
slight difference related to the relative rates of marking for IS and AM (GG children showed IS > AM;
adult Gullah and AAE show AM > IS).
Table 47. Linguistic constraints: Adult Gullah, adult AAE, and child GG.
Constraint
Person,
number, tense

Gullah
AM > IS > ARE

AAE
WAS/WERE > AM > IS >
ARE

Child GG
WAS/WERE > IS > AM
ARE

Grammatical
Context

Copula > Auxiliary

Copula > Auxiliary

Copula > Auxiliary

Contractibility

Uncontractible >
Contractible

Uncontractible >
Contractible

Not statistically significant
but pattern showed
Uncontractible >
Contractible
Preceding
noun phrase > pronoun
It, what, that > noun
It,what, that > noun phrase
Context
phrase > pronoun
> pronoun
*As evident, not all contexts have been formally documented for Gullah. Only those that have been
studied are presented.

Summary of Findings Comparing Child GG to Child AAE
The final three questions focused on the comparison between the BE system of the GG children to
the BE system of child AAE speakers who did not present a GG heritage and who did not live in an area
where GG is spoken. For these questions, a direct statistical comparison was made between the data I
collected and existing data from a group of same-aged, AAE-speaking children from rural LA. The
groups were well matched on maternal education and grade, and they also were matched on a number of
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standardized tests. Furthermore, the density at which they produced nonmainstream forms on the DELVST and as judged by six different listeners also did not differ.
The first question was, Do GG children and AAE-speaking children differ in the types of BE
forms they produce? Results showed that the GG and AAE children both produced many of the same BE
forms, including overt and zero marked forms of IS, ARE, WAS/WERE, AM, WAS for WERE (and
I’MA which was not analyzed). However, the GG children produced two types of BE that were not
produced by the AAE children. As shown in Table 48, these forms included copula and auxiliary BEEN
and də. In fact, the GG child group produced 81 BEEN and four də forms across the three tasks, whereas
the AAE child group produced none. Based on these findings, I conclude that copula and auxiliary BEEN
and də are nonmainstream BE structures that are unique to the dialect of the GG children.
Table 48. Types of copula and auxiliary BE forms by group.
Forms
IS
Zero IS
ARE
Zero ARE
WAS/WERE
Zero WAS/WERE
AM
Zero AM
də
BEEN (WAS/WERE)
WAS for WERE
I’MA
*YES indicates that the form was produced.
*NO indicates that the form was not produced.

GG
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

AAE
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO
YES
YES

The second question was, Do GG children and AAE-speaking children differ in the rates of BE
forms they produce? This study revealed significant differences in the rates of BE produced by the GG
and the AAE-speaking children. Table 49 presents a comparison of the rates of BE marking for child GG
and child AAE from the language sample data. As can be seen, the GG children show a slightly different
pattern of overt marking from the AAE-speaking children. The pattern of overt marking, from highest to
lowest for AAE group was: WAS/WERE, AM > IS > ARE. In contrast, the GG children show a
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distinctly different pattern in their overt marking of BE. The pattern for the GG children rate of overt
marking is as follows: WAS/WERE > IS > AM > ARE. Both groups overtly mark WAS/WERE at the
highest rates and ARE at the lowest rates. The GG children’s rate of marking for ARE was lower than
marking for all other forms, which is consistent with low rates for the AAE-speaking children.
In the language samples, the GG children also differed from the AAE children in their marking of
AM. AM has been documented to occur at near categorical rates (> 90%) in child AAE (Burns et al.,
2000; Garrity & Oetting, 2010; Roy et al., 2013; Wyatt, 1991). For the current study, the AAE but not
the GG group’s rate of marking for AM followed this trend. In contrast, the GG children overtly marked
AM at 69%, which was significantly lower than the marking of the AAE comparison group (91%). The
lower rate of overt marking for AM is a Gullah pattern that differentiates the GG children from the AAEspeaking children. Furthermore, the AAE child group overtly marked IS at significantly lower rates than
WAS/WERE and AM (52% vs. 95% & 91%). However, the GG children showed lower rates of marking
of AM than IS and WAS/WERE (69% vs. 76% and 88%).
Table 49. Rate of BE marking from language samples: Child GG & AAE.

AM
IS
ARE
WAS/WERE

GG
69%
76%
48%
88%

AAE
91%
52%
31%
95%

As shown in Table 50, when the data were examined across tasks some additional patterns
emerged. WAS/WERE was examined across all three tasks and was overtly marked at near categorical
rates (>90%) for the AAE group on all three tasks, which is consistent with rates in the adult and child
AAE literature. In contrast, the GG group’s rates of marking for WAS/WERE varied across tasks from
63% on the probe, 88% on the language sample and 93% on the DELV-ST.
IS and ARE were examined through the probe and language sample. For these two structures, the
GG group, like the AAE group, overtly marked IS at higher rates than ARE. This pattern is consistent
with patterns of overt marking for IS and ARE that are documented in the child AAE literature (Burns et
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al., 2000; Garrity & Oetting, 2010; Roy et al., 2013; Wyatt, 1991). Based on the adult Gullah literature, I
expected that the GG children would produce a lower rate of overt marking of IS and ARE than the AAE
child group; however, they showed higher rates. This higher rate of marking by the GG group when
compared to the AAE group may further demonstrate the ways in which child GG, while evolving from
Gullah, has not evolved into a language variety that is identical to AAE.
Table 50. Rate of BE by group across elicitation tasks.
DELV-ST

AM
IS
ARE
WAS/WERE

GG
---93%

AAE
---94%

Elicitation Probe
GG
-75%
64%
63%

AAE
-64%
49%
88%

Language Sample
GG
69%
76%
48%
88%

AAE
91%
52%
31%
95%

AAE
(Roy et al. 2013)
AAE
94%
59%
27%
96%

The third question was, Are GG children and AAE-speaking children’s marking of BE
constrained by the same linguistic contexts? The linguistic constraints of person, number, tense was
examined in both the probes and language samples, and the linguistic constraints of preceding context,
grammatical context, and contractibility were examined in the language samples. To examine these data,
two methods of statistical analyses were used: ANOVA and logistic regression. ANOVA is the most
commonly used statistical analysis in the field of child language; however, this analysis only tests
whether two or more means (i.e., averages) differ from each other. In comparison, logistic regression
allowed me to evaluate the strength and direction of each linguistic constraint in relation to the other
constraints. Table 51 presents a comparison of the effects of the linguistic constraints of person, number,
tense within the probes and language samples, and Table 52 presents the effects of the four linguistic
constraints examined within the language samples. Results within these tables demonstrate that there was
not 100% consistency across results for the probe and language sample and across the ANOVA and
regression results. However, some consistent findings emerged.
As shown in Table 51, for person, number, tense, both the ANOVA and logistic regression found
the same pattern of findings when the language sample data was examined. The GG group showed a
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preference for overt marking, from highest to lowest, as WAS/WERE > IS > AM > ARE; the AAE group
showed a slightly different pattern, which was WAS/WERE > AM > IS > ARE. The magnitude of the
effect for this linguistic constraint was very strong for both child groups. This indicates that across the
two types of analyses, both the GG and AAE groups favored overt marking for WAS/WERE and
disfavored overt marking for ARE. Nevertheless, group differences emerged within this constraint with
regard to favoring of overt marking for AM. The AAE group favored overt marking for AM while the
GG group disfavored overt marking.
Table 51. Comparison of person, number, tense constraint across tasks and statistical analysis
Person, number, tense
Probe

Language Sample

IS > ARE > WAS/WERE
N/A

WAS/WERE > IS > AM > ARE
WAS/WERE > IS > AM > ARE
(Very strong)

GG
ANOVA
Regression

AAE
ANOVA
Regression

WAS/WERE > IS > ARE
N/A

WAS/WERE > AM > IS > ARE
WAS/WERE > AM > IS > ARE
(Very strong)
*Magnitude of the effect for regression is indicated in parentheses.
*N/A = not applicable

The results for person, number, and tense are re-presented in Table 52 along with findings from
the three other constraints for comparability purposes. As can be seen in this table, both person, number,
and tense and preceding context exerted a strong effect on rates of overt marking for both the GG and
AAE child groups. For this constraint, both the GG and AAE child groups preferred overt marking for it,
what, that followed by noun phrase and pronoun contexts. The pattern of marking by preceding contexts
for the both the GG and AAE groups is in line with patterns of marking documented in the adult GG and
AAE literature. In contrast, the ANOVA and regression showed slightly different results for
contractibility and grammatical context. For the ANOVA, both of these constraints led to statistical
differences for both groups but in the regression, contractibility was significant for the GG group but not
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for the AAE group and grammatical context was significant for the AAE group but not the GG group.
Given the mixed findings for these two constraints, additional studies are warranted. However, the raw
data (i.e., percentages of overt marking and proportions of overt marking) indicate that the GG group
presented a pattern of marking for contractibility that was similar to adult GG and AAE speakers, with
uncontractible and copula contexts marked at higher rates than contractible and auxiliary contexts.

Table 52. Comparison of language sample linguistic constraints by statistical analysis.
Language Sample
Person, number, tense

Preceding context

Contractibility

Grammatical Context

WAS/WERE > IS >
AM > ARE

NA

Copula > Auxiliary

WAS/WERE > IS >
AM > ARE
(Very strong)

It, that, what > Noun
phrase > Pronoun
(Very strong)

IS only:
Contractible >
Uncontractible
Uncontractible >
Contractible
(Moderate)

WAS/WERE > AM >
IS > ARE

NA

IS only:
Contractible >
Uncontractible
Contractible =
Uncontractible
(Weak)

Copula > Auxiliary

GG
ANOVA

Regression

AAE
ANOVA

Regression

WAS/WERE > AM >
It, that, what >Noun
IS > ARE
Phrase > Pronoun
(Very strong)
(Very Strong)
*Magnitude of the effect for regression is indicated in parentheses.

Copula > Auxiliary
(Weak)

Copula > Auxiliary
(Moderate)

Additional Findings
There were some interesting additional findings that emerged from this study. These are findings
that the study was not designed to explore and that were not addressed by the research questions.
Nevertheless, these findings relate to the evolutionary state and label for the language of the GG children.
First, the nonmainstream dialect densities of the children in the GG and AAE groups on the DELV-ST
and the listener judgment task did not differ. This finding supports a conclusion that young children with
GG heritage are producing a language and/or dialect that does not contain more nonmainstream features
than child AAE.
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The listener judgment task also provided information as to how the language or dialect of AA
children with GG heritage is perceived. Across all raters, the dialects of the AAE children were more
consistently classified as AAE. This indicates that young AA children with GG heritage, as a group, are
producing a language and/or dialect that is not perceived to be categorically distinct from other varieties
of AAE. Nevertheless, individual differences were present in the GG data, with four children perceived
by all six raters to speak a language variety that differed from AAE. This number increased to 12 when
the dialect classification required only four of the six raters to agree.
Additionally, the GG children produced two forms BEEN that were not the focus of the literature
review; specifically, BIN for WENT and DID BIN. Although these forms did not function as a copula or
auxiliary BE for the children, they are two forms of BIN that have not been documented in adult Gullah
and/or adult and child AAE. I suspect that the BIN for WENT and DID BIN might be variations of
stressed BIN. If this is the case, these BIN forms as well as the other stressed BIN and unstressed bin
forms should be examined in a future study. Interestingly, the GG children did not produce any
additional forms of stressed BIN, which is documented as occurring in both Gullah and AAE. They also
did not produce the forms deh or bina, which have been documented in Gullah. However, they produced
41 unstressed bin forms in the language samples. Recall that unstressed bin has been documented in both
adult Gullah and adult and child AAE.
Limitations and Directions for Future Studies
When interpreting the results of this study, readers should consider several limitations. First, only
19 GG children participated in the study. The small sample size decreased the power of the analysis and
this makes generalizing the results to the population of GG children difficult. A larger sample size would
increase the power of the analysis and increase the generalizability of the results to a larger population of
GG children. A larger sample could include more children from the same rural Berkeley county area that
were studied here or it could include children from other areas where residents self-identify as GG or by
some other identify label that demonstrates a Gullah heritage. The current study focused on children who
lived in one rural area and inland SC. Children who live in urban areas within SC and/or who live on the
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islands of SC also need to be studied. A future study could also examine children of different ages and
whose caregivers report different attitudes toward Gullah and their Gullah heritage. Recall that
historically, Gullah speakers from island areas of SC (i.e. Wadamalaw, James Island etc.) have been
described as identifying as Gullah speakers and speaking Gullah (Jones-Jackson, 1983, 1986; Turner,
1949). However, little is known about the self-identification of current residents who live on the islands,
inland, and/or in other areas within the Gullah/Geechee corridor.
Another limitation was related to the settings in which the data were collected. The data for the
GG children were collected in their homes or at other community locations (i.e., church, library), whereas
data for the AAE children were collected at school. Therefore, the settings for elicitation did not match
across the groups. Also, one examiner collected the GG data, whereas eight different examiners collected
the AAE data. Identical test settings and identical examiners would have strengthened the group
comparison study. Nevertheless, the assessment materials, elicitation of BE, coding, and statistical
analyses were the same for the GG and AAE children, making it the first study of this kind.
Another limitation was that the study focused on group data as opposed to individual data. A
focus on the individuals who were studied would be useful for exploring individual differences within GG
children. Recall that four of the GG children were classified as speaking GG or GG-influenced AAE by
all six raters in the listener judgment task. The group design that was used in the current study (and the
research questions I posed which led to this design) did not afford me the opportunity to examine these
four children in detail and to compare them to the other GG children in the study. A future study is
needed to examine this topic. Individual differences also need to be explored over time, in different
settings, and with different communication partners.
Another limitation was that the study, by design, focused on BE only. Other grammar structures
of GG also need to be studied to fully understand how Gullah is evolving across different generations of
speakers. In a future study, other verb and noun structures should be studied because Gullah has been
documented to differ from AAE in these structures also. In addition, not all linguistic constraints were
examined in the current study. In particular, pervious adult studies have shown differences between
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Gullah and AAE when the BE form is followed by an adjective as compared to when it is followed by a
locative. Both adjectives and locatives follow copula BE forms, and these specific following contexts
were not examined in the current study.
Another possible limitation of the study relates to the use of the DELV-ST. Although the DELVST is a standardized screening test that has been designed for children regardless of their dialect, I did not
evaluate the appropriateness of the DELV-ST for children who speak GG. This type of study would be
very useful to the field of speech-language pathology, and this type of study is needed for clinicians who
work in areas where GG children are served. In a future study, this can be done by examining the fail rate
of the GG children on the DELV-ST when the screener is scored according to the manual and when
scoring modifications are made to allow GG productions such as BEEN. This type of work should also
help guide the development of future tests in the field of speech-language pathology.
Finally, I chose the study of BE for my dissertation because I was interested in learning how to
better identify and serve GG children with language impairments. The current study did not include
children with language impairments. Given this, there is a need for future studies to include GG children
with and without language impairments. It is only through these types of group designs that we will be
better able to understand how childhood language impairment manifests in GG and/or other varieties of
Gullah.
Conclusions
This study provided the first examination of the BE system of AA children with GG heritage. To
date there have been no studies of this kind to provide quantitative data on the grammar of GG children.
This study was also the first to compare the BE use of GG children to same age AAE-speaking children in
a different region of the U.S. The current literature on child AAE spans various regions of the U.S. from
NY to CA; however, no studies exist that explore the grammars of children from inland SC. Given this,
the current study provides a much needed look at modern day child GG and a much needed comparison of
child GG to adult and child AAE.
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The results indicate that the GG children produced some patterns of BE that aligned with previous
studies of Gullah. These included 81 BEEN and four də forms and variable marking of AM (69%) and
WAS/WERE (65% - 93%). Similar to adult AAE, the AAE group did not produce BEEN or də, and they
produced categorically high rates (> 90%) of AM and WAS/WERE.
The GG group also produced many patterns of BE that were consistent with both Gullah and
AAE. These patterns included variable marking of IS and ARE, with higher rates of overtly marked IS
than ARE, higher rates of overt marking for it, that, what than noun phrase or pronouns, higher rates of
overt marking for copula than for auxiliary contexts, and higher rates of overt marking for uncontractible
than contractible contexts within the samples. The AAE group also produced these patterns (although the
statistical significance of the effect for contractibility varied depending on the analysis).
Finally, the GG children produced some patterns of BE that differed from previous studies of
adult Gullah and AAE. Specifically, the GG children showed higher rates of overt marking of IS and
ARE which differed from the low rates document in adult Gullah and AAE. They also showed higher
rates of overt marking for IS than AM which differed from higher rates of AM than IS documented in
adult Gullah and AAE.
These findings indicate that although language contact has led to evolution and change in Gullah,
vestiges of this language variety can still be found in the BE system of modern day AA children with GG
heritage. Although it may be tempting to consider these children Gullah speakers, the rates at which the
GG children produced BEEN and də and the rates at which they overtly marked forms of BE were far less
than what has been previously documented for adult Gullah. Recall also that for all but four children,
listeners were not unanimous in their judgments of the GG children’s dialects. This is not surprising
given that language varieties evolve as a result of language contact. Based on these findings, I conclude
that the GG children studied here are presenting a language variety that is not Gullah but it is also not
AAE. From these findings, I also posit that appropriate labels for the language variety of the children
studied here could be Gullah-influenced AAE and/or Gullah-influenced English. Future studies are
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needed to explore other speakers’ reactions and likeability of these labels for themselves and/or
individuals who do not speak Gullah but who speak a variety of English that is not identical to AAE.
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NOTES
1

As will be discussed in the next chapter, different Gullah communities refer to their culture and
language in different ways. In Huger, SC, we refer to ourselves and our language as Gullah/Geechee.
For this dissertation I will use the term Gullah throughout the introduction, literature review and
discussion to be consistent with previous studies. However, I will refer to the participants in the research
questions and in chapters 3 – 5 (i.e. methods, pilot study, results chapters) as Gullah/Geechee (GG)
because they will be recruited from communities that self-identify as such.
2

In the literature, many names can be used to refer to African American English (Green, 2002; Rickford,
Delpit). Some of these include African American Vernacular English, Black English. For this
dissertation, I use the term African American English.
3

Growing up in a household with two parents who are GG speakers, I was often told about how they
were raised and taught to speak. They often described how they, along with their classmates, were taught
to believe that MAE was superior to GG. They were not encouraged to speak GG at home or school
because it was believed that it would hinder their ability to obtain a job or further their education.
Turner also documents that in Gullah, all nouns have the same forms in the plural and singular (e.g. ‘dem
boy’ for ‘those boys’ -plural) (p. 223). Similarly, no distinction exists between the singular and plural
form of the Gullah verbs, were they both remain uninflected (e.g., mi go ‘I go’; una go ‘you go’; I go ‘he
goes’; wi go ‘we go’; dem go ‘they go’- 3rd person). Nouns have the same form in all cases and remain
uninflected, for example ‘The chief mother’ means the chief’s mother or ‘the father brother’ means the
father’s brother (possessive). Regarding tense, the form of the verb used to refer to the present time is
usually the same as the past. There is often no change when the future or continuity is referenced.
4

5

Regarding pronoun usage, Jones-Jackson (1986) documented that Gullah speakers do not differentially
mark gender and often use e or he (/i/ or /hi/) to refer to male, female and neuter genders (e over there
‘He/she/it is over there’). Regarding verbs, Gullah speakers produce overt and zero forms of –ed, -s and –
ing. For example, a single verb may refer to past, present, or a future action, for example:
a) Dat girl look back there. ‘That girl looked/ looks/ IS looking back there.’
b) He walk over there. ‘He walked/walks/IS walking over there.’
6

Scientists in communication disorders and sociolinguistics describe the same phenomenon concerning
marking of BE by grammatical contexts but document them using different terminology. Sociolinguists
focus on zero forms of BE whereas scientists in communication disorders focus on overt forms.
Sociolinguists describe marking by nominal predicates, adjectivals and locatives whereas communication
disorders combine these categories into one category called copula. Sociolinguists also describe marking
by verb-ing and gonna where scientists in communication disorders combine these terms and call this
category auxiliary. The results across disciplines show the same pattern of higher rates of overt marking
for copula contexts than for auxiliary contexts.

The literature review reports Weldon’s data in terms of zero marking. (49% and 47%). These
percentages were inverted to percent of overt marking for readability.
7
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APPENDIX A
GULLAH/GEECHEE MAP

Map 1 The Gullah/Geechee Corridor.

http://www.gullahgeecheecorridor.org/?Itemid=105
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APPENDIX B
LISTENER JUDGMENT RATING SHEET

RATER NUMBER: _____________

Sample Number: _____________

Holistic Rating Key
1= no use of GG or AAE
3= little use of GG or AAE (present in less than 25% of utterances)
5= occasional use of GG or AAE (present in 25% to 40% of utterances)
7= heavy use of GG or AAE (present in 40% or more of utterances)
1 _______ 2 _______3 _______ 4 _______ 5 _______ 6 _______7 _______
No Use
Heavy Use
of GG
of GG

1 _______ 2 _______3 _______ 4 _______ 5 _______ 6 _______7 _______
No Use
Heavy Use
of GG influenced AAE
of GG influenced AAE

1 _______ 2 _______3 _______ 4 _______ 5 _______ 6 _______7 _______
No Use
Heavy Use
of AAE
of AAE
Rate the confidence at which you made your decision, with 1 indicating not confident, 2 indicating
somewhat confident, and 3 indicating very confident.
1 _______ 2 _______3 _______
Check the language features on the sample you used to make your estimate.
____ paralinguistic behaviors including stress and intonation
____ phonology
____ syntax and morphology
____ vocabulary

* Note anything specific that influenced your rating.

If you feel the dialect variety of this sample cannot be
determined because the sample was too short, check here _______ .
If you feel the dialect variety of this sample cannot be determined because of tape quality, check here
_______ .
If you feel the dialect variety of this sample cannot be determined because of the child’s intelligibility,
check here _______ .
If you feel the dialect variety of this sample reflects a different English dialect not represented above,
check here _______ .
In the space below, please write additional comments about the dialect patterns you perceive.
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APPENDIX C
BEEN UTTERANCES
Language Sample
4001
No I BEEN laugh/ing when i bump/*ed my head.
My momma/*z car BEEN bend on this side.
And I BEEN laugh/ing (and i).
And I BEEN laugh/ing cause nathan had fart/*ed (in the nurse) in the nurse/*z room.
Nobody BEEN in the house.
If this thing BEEN move/ing.
I BEEN about to go outside and slap that cat.
Total 7
4004
I BEEN on a picnic with my grandfather before he die/ed.
Have you ever been on trip/s (that you) that you BEEN with your family?
(and they and) And these (two) five little boy/s BEEN fight/ing.
Total 3
4005
I did/n't been on a real trip that BEEN my dream.
I did/n't know you BEEN about bring toy/s.
I did/n't know you BEEN about bring toy/s.
When we BEEN *in the nurse/*z [d] office.
We was go/ing to the pumpkinpatch when it BEEN halloween.
And that BEEN it.
And that BEEN it.
There was a boy *who BEEN hold/ing book/s.
He BEEN walking to his friend/s.
He BEEN watch/ing the boy and girl fight each other.
He BEEN laugh/ing at them.
Ok the boy/s (and the) and they dad BEEN fish/ing for fish.
The fish BEEN mad at them.
Total 13
4009
The sister BEEN bad.
Total 1
4011
Then the girl/s BEEN home before mauri and them.
And I BEEN so scared cause i *had never been in water that deep except at swimming lesson/s.
So everybody BEEN mad at us for go/ing to another street in a pool.
I BEEN so tire/ed of go/ing to two different pool/s.
It BEEN hot that day.
I had to drown myself in both of the pool/s cause it BEEN hot.
Total 6
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4012
But I BEEN there two time/s.
Total 1
4014
And she had put a spoon in it and she BEEN finish/*ed.
Total 1
4015
(and my) I went to plane because I BEEN too scared.
(um i am) I BEEN on the train.
I BEEN on the airplane.
It BEEN two player/s.
(um we) We BEEN to there (for long) for three time/s.
(uh) last night I BEEN at walmart get/ing more water and more water.
Once upon a time, (x) some girl/s and boy/s they BEEN wrestle/ing.
But they BEEN fight/ing *and bully/ing.
Total 8
4016
I BEEN at the beach.
I BEEN play/ing game/s.
(um he x) He BEEN play/ing golf and baseball.
I been at the lot of party/s.
I BEEN at my cousin/*z party/s.
I already BEEN at my other cousin/*z momma/*z birthday.
We BEEN all play/*ing with firecracker/s.
Once upon a time it BEEN two little boy/s and one throw a ball.
(um) Him BEEN cook/ing hotdog/s.
Once upon a time (it was) there BEEN *a boy and girl.
And a it BEEN a doctor (xx).
Once upon a time it BEEN a (the) boy shoot/*ing a ball and actually
get/*3s on the road.
Total 12
4018
I BEEN at chuckiecheese.
I BEEN with my sister at chuckiecheese.
and *I BEEN with my daddy.
(i just) I just BEEN play/ing game/s.
I BEEN playing all the game/s.
yeah (i bee) I BEEN at the hotel.
It BEEN fun.
It BEEN real fun.
Yeah it BEEN fun.
Total 9
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Language sample: də utterances
4018
(this is for this is for um) this one da fight/*ing.
This one da fight/*ing .
This one da see/*ing if they *are dead.
(the um)I think him da do/*ing something.
DELV-ST: BEEN Responses
4015
1. Target: It was hot.
Response: It BEEN hot.
2. Target: He was sick.
Response: He BEEN sick.
3. Target: It was raining.
Response: It BEEN raining.
4. Target: It was snowing.
Response: It BEEN snowing
4005
1. Target: It was snowing.
Response: It BEEN snowing
2. Target It was raining
Response: It BEEN raining.
4018
1. Target: They were sick
Response: They BEEN sick.
2. Target: They were dirty.
Response: They BEEN dirty.
3. Target: It was hot.
Response: It BEEN hot.
4. Target: It was windy.
Response: It BEEN windy.
5. Target: He was sick.
Response: He BEEN sick.
6. Target: It was raining.
Response: It BEEN raining.
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